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BRAIN LESIONS AND FUNCTIONAL
RESULTS.

BY DANIEL CLARK, M.D., TORONTO.

(Read before the Canada Medical Association, at Ottawa, Sept.
lst, 18s0.)

(Continued from page 4.)
It is satisfactory to see that recent investi-

gators are paying more attention to the central
organs. Their researches go to show that
very important functions are likely to be
found having their excito-motor centres in
the internai parts of the brain. These ex-
periments, as far as they go, point to the
probabilities of my theory of localization.
Richet, in speaking of cerebral excitation by
means of electricity, is forced to say in expla-
nation of certain phenomena, " Known facts
demonstrate that excitation of the convo-
lutions which surround the sigmoid gyrus
act with extreme energy upon the ganglionic
centres of the brain (opto-striated bodies). It
is possible that such excitation culminated in
the cerebral centres, and that these centres thus
surcharged discharge to the muscles." Charcot

says, in speaking of the lenticular nucleus of
the corpus striatrnb: "These grey nuclei are

possibly so many centres endowed with distinct

properties and functions." This is a germ idea
of the theory which I propounded several years

ago in the following words : " Large portions
Of the cerebrum and cerebellum may be taken
away from the living body without immediate

danger of death ; but the organs in the base of
the brain, from which spring the numerous
nerves so essential to life, cannot be touched in

vivisection or by disease with impunity.
From this central region nerve influence radi-
ates to every part of the body, making its con-
nections with the depositories of nerve-power
in the spinal cord and with the ganglia of
the sympathetic system."-('Vide " An Ani-
mated Molecule," p. 38.) If Charcot had
added to his hypothesis the probability that the
base and central ganglia were the true aud
only motor centres, a solution of the difficul-
ties which surround the Ferrier system could
be.arrived at without ignoring the doctrines
of localization. Let the area be circumscribed
to really the most vital parts of the brain,
then, could all phenomena be explained. It
would then become more evident why traumatic
injury and destruction from pathological pro-
cesses are not always followed by functional
and mental unsoundness. If this explanation
be accepted, it will be seen that the surfaces and
upper portions of these nervous masses thus be-
come adjuncts to vital organs in the centre and
base of the brain. The former, in their analogy
of structures and juxtaposition, give power but
do not impart function; they are auxiliaries, but
not necessities, to the ganglionic centres; they
intensify energy, but do not direct; they are, as
it were, additional cells to the battery, but are
not its controlling agency. i repeat this view
in another form to avoid ambiguity and mis-
conception.

It is worthy of remark in this connection, as
it is a matter of experiment, that such a large
area as the Rolandic zone can be destroyed,
and yet leave the intelligence unimpaired. A
considerable portion of the frontal or even of
the occipital lobes can be rnemoved without any

i apparent alteration of the intellectual powers.
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The corresponding lobes of either the frontal, theory as applied to the cortex. This theory
occipital or parietal regions have been de- would not meet Ferrier's definition of locali-

stroyed without affecting the conscious being, zation, which is said by him to be " a complex
or those functions said to have their seat of arrangement of individually differentiated

power in these parts. It is evident then centres, which in associated action regulate

that these are not the sole habitations of the various muscular adjustments necessary to
mind or certain physical operations. The maintain equiibrium of the body."

reciprocity between mind and body is It will be seqýi that se far the grentest in-
strikingly seen in aphasia. There can be no terest centres round the third left frontal
aphasia without more or less inipairment of convolution, on account of the stress laid on
the memory, judgment and imagination. Yet the fnct that aphasia is se often found as a
this functional and mental disorder can exist result of its injured or diseased condition. If it

either with or without injury to the third can be proved that this imperfection of speech
frontal convolution. What basis then is there is always conjoined with an impaired con-

to suppose it so necessary to certain physical dition of this locality, and never otherwise, then
operations? is the battle won for localization of functional

If it could be shown that sight, hearing, power in~the cortical substance, for it would

tasting, often were accomplished when the optic, be fair to infer that other centres for other

auditory, and gustatory nerves and the region functions would be found in similar parts of

of their insertion, were destroyed, then would it the same field of investigation. Unfortunately
be plain that these were not the only tracts of for this doctrine, the exceptions to these

nerve influence for these centres of special results are too many to be ignored, and these

sense to reside in, nor the avenues of each pecu- show that this spot is not the centre of speech,
liar manifestation of sensation. 'In the same nor its injury the sole cause of aphasia. It bas

way, if we cnu have aphasia, paralysis of the been fcund in numbers cf examples that aphasia
legs, arms and face, with these so-called centres is fcund with this convolution intact. Net
of nerve force unimpaired, or if impaired with- only this, but it is knewu that speech, in its
out these results, then is it beyond controversy different forms cf language, such as writing,
that this doctrine of the cortical localization of reading, singing, drawing, and imitation-m
specific functional energy is not proven. Whnt fact, aphasia lu ail its forms-follows lesion in

may be in store in the future for these earnest the Islaud cf Reil. (London Lancet, Amer.
and honest workers is only a matter of conjec- Ed., July 1880, p. 34.>
ture. As Richet pertinently says (page 115), Aphasia is known te exist as tne resuit cf
" If the convolution which surrounds the disease lu the riglt hemisphere, and that net
crucial furrow is really the motor centre cf in the correspcnding third frontal cf that
the legs, then by removing both right and left hemisphere. Lt cannot be supposed this reputed
convolutions the legs should becoine paralyzed; motive brain tissue whch excites the functions
if net,- then isl it net a truc motor centre, cf speech may be destroyed, and yet th- pecu-
Lt would then be necessary te admit thba liar energy which an mates it can remain un-

e sgans for one fune- abatd after its obliteratin itact.pNo
tien, several motor centres for eue 11mb, unless it is claiied that the corresponding
which- is contrnry te prcbability and te fact." cenvolution on the right, in nvicarieus way,
iesuggests as n way eut cf the difficulty that d aes the wrk cf its fellow. If such were

as the spinal cord conduction (accordlng te the case, then the third left frontal covolu 
Vulpian) is carried on equnllyby ail 'parts cf tien, couid dlaim neý pre-eminence as the sole,
the grey niatter, it is possible thnt the same seat cf the faculty cf articulate langtage. to
indifference holds'fer the brain, though ls in get over this dinfculty, this school of thinkers
It w u other words, tere are ledm itual introduces what is ctlled cane teory cf sunpie-
road, butne compulsorq cnes. This view wolld mentation. Theysny some other part of the.

be if true, a deatc t blow te the rganie local cortical substae tc e the ontrescue whenl
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any centre of function is destroyed. This class gos înto the medullary and cortical sub-
neighbourly assumption of peculiar and distinct stance In an outward direction from those cen-
labour is not found in any other part of the tral reservoirs, but does not reach the surface.
system, however willing the organs may be to Another class runs to the periphery andformn
give a helping hand to one another. We are the pia mater, frein which brand- inwards
told it may be the corresponding part of some numerous arterioles to supply the cortical and
other cortical area. This is virtually a giving medullary parts not reached by the vessels
up of the doctrine of these so-called " true springing from the centre. These two sources
motor centres." of supply are not only distinct as between each

Here let me say, in passing, that a fallacy of their own vessels, but aise unconnected tO a
in vivisection often arises in forgetting that great extent with one another. The anasto-
experiments on the brains of inferior beings moses between these two sets of vessels is very
by the destruction of parts do not always ligit indeed. The streanlet in each can be
produce analogous effects on man when cor- dried up or seriously interrupted in many ways
responding parts are injured. We may re- without disturbiz- the neighbouring vessels te
move the whole of a cerebral hemisphere of a any appreciabie degree. This accountsfor so
pigeon or rabbit with the only functional many circumscribed lesiens in these parts, and
result of a slight impairment in flying or jump- for the lîttie effeet they'produce on the adjacent
ing. No hemiplegia will follow, such as is the tissues and circulation. I am inclined te think
case with like injury to the dog or monkey. that on account of this localization of circula-
Man is much more sensitive to such lesions, tion, and consequently a tendency te restricted
only in certain parts. In fact, the whole brain areas of disease, a good many fallacies of
may be removed, in many creatures without reasening have obtained currency in respect te
affecting their locomotion. We know that in centres of function. leubner cites pathologi-
man disease,such as sclerosis, and softening, may cal cases which indicate that obliteration -of
cut off the spinal cord from cerebrai nfluence, one of the large vessels of the cortical system,
yet functional activity goes on witb unabateci or any of its branches has during life given ne
vigeur. In the saine way, we find that if the pronounceds sympto. (Charcot.)
base and central organs remain unimpaired, Let us now t om te the arteria circulation
ne' marked symptoms arise, except by sympa- in the grey central gacnlia. This section in-
thetic connections. with. adjacent parts. This Icludes the t helami ceptici, the cpora strata
shows the faolacy of reasoning by analogy be- and their appendages. It needs only a me-
tween nian- and animais based on experiments. ment's reflection of eur anatomy te realize that
There are common results and aise great difer- the central ganglia are large y suppied
ences. froin t e Sylvian artery, as well as frana the

it is now important te say a few words nutrient essels, which spring in large nui-
abou.t ,dthe circulation of the blood in the bers frp ail the cerebral arteries and frey the
brain, te show how much more plentifully the basar at its bifurcation. The surin total of
centre and base are supplied with blood tan ail these shows a muc greater capacity forr
are the superior 'parts of the cerebru and bloo supply per square in than rin, any
cerebellum. it 'is net te be /orftten that where other part ef the brain. Such being the case,
'the laget .supply cf bloed eedetere is we knw this augmented normal supply mean,
feuid tAe gréatest functinal activitty. We are proportionaly increased activity. ofence it
al welacquainted with the wondlerfui distri- follows as a matter f fact that any abormal
bution and anastomoses of the blood in the ncrease or decrease of blood means a greates or
base of, thebrain, botr in the circle of Willis less physical or mental perturbation.r Conges-
and in ti cerebral arteries springing from this tien, as well as anmia, is follwed by ti

ogo If vessels. We are ains aware of the saie results-that is, more or esss.spe.nded
fact ma wo sets of branches shoot froma these sensibiity and retarded voluntary action.
main tcunks in a host parallel lites. Thi one Where te blood supply i, found t e
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naturally the m ost copious, there is greater entire hemispheres. Since writing the above,
susceptibility of this kind, and as a corollary it 1 find that Prof. M. Schiff, of Florence, bas
may be added, there is functional activity in caught the same idea, when he says, iu his
proportion to the normal blood supply. The monograph on Iotor centres," that "human
difference in this respect between the cortical and comparative pathology have statec with
substance and the central parts is-most marked. certainty that the motor centres do not extend
This points to the former as being only subsi- above the base of the brain." 'unless My at-
diary to the latter, taking the circulation as a tempt to be brief bas led to ambiguity, it will

physiological basis to judge from in this be seen that among the probab
respect. Although the central and base obscure subject, the explanations 1 have given
ganglia are much less in bulk than is the corti- in defence of the theory enunciated are basec
cal substance, yet, about one-half of the blood on-
which enters the encephalon is distributed to 1. The radical difference found in the
the former. It would be interesting to know lation of the blood,,bothas to mode of distribu-
if this unequal supply bas anything to do with tion and quantity, leading to the reasonable
the pathological fact that in hemiplegia from inference of greater functional activity existing
cortical disease we find it " limited, transient, iu the centre than in the circumference of the
and variable" (Charcot), but in paralysis of the brain. The more lifo-action in any part, the
body from central disease it is permanent, more is blood supply needed.
general and uniform. It is a pathological fact Il. The want of uniformity lu functional
that paralysis, general or partial, can be pro- results, when deftnite'and alike portions of the
duced by an-y part of the brain being affected cortical substance are stimulated, impaired or
with inflammation, embolus, or tumour; ,how- destroyed; hence, this cannot be the seat of
ing that loss of function is not consequent on so-called true motor centres.
degeneration or destruction of some localized III. It would be consonant with pathologi-
spot. That part of the brain which demands cal and experimental facts to locate these
the greatest amount of blood in the performance motor and physical centres lu the base and
of its work must necessarily have the greatest centre ganglia; yet in sympatbetic relations,

being influenced, but not absolutely controlled,
Let me then repeat in another form that a by the cortical substance.

verysmuperficial knowledge of the brain circula- IV. The want of distinctive physioogcal
tion indicates how direct and 'ample is the features the ifferenth conv elutios.
blood, supp ly tocthe base and central gangliain wil now give a few examples of bran
comparison with the cortical supply. This is 'njury, illustrative of these views. The first
especially true of the arteries which run to the are culled from the surgical rerds of the war
Cgrpus-striatum and"tbalamus optbcus. The of the late Amnerican rebellion:

,'cortical substance is nourished iu a roundabout iPrivate Hughes was wounded at the battle
ýway' through 'the pia mater, but'th'e central sys- 'of Antie'ta'm. The hospital reports' say t1at
teris reached, diorectly thrbugh the large central the injuy was a perforation of the skull by
vessels springing front the circle of WillisWhich a single oooidal m sket ba l enterdg near the
furni a, perfect, fountain of -blood spply iuer posterior angle of the right panetal, iud
nearat aud.' Sodistinct and important'is, the emerging at a t higer, point of the left parietal,
circulation luthis 'grand contre, that when makiiong, afteritrlversing a portion of the brain,
obliterationof theSylvian irtery takoes plage, a l eit e At ti xthisting

aIl >th gangliôni ceniresn are ffected, the ienjury ie ciumfrn the
cebra h.miplegiaaccmpaieýdýhia bin. bThe mo id i-conise n ny pcar ,

II. Thea wato niomt n fuctoals7

thesesro yedthe ; henceshyslogical t Eic o be t seto
aone: £w thethes*e a antderim einua it is rloated thee

groateror nditin o e the ase adcentregangld-t esnem sympath; febri eaction,

activity. beingspp ifunceadu onot asouelycnrold

bloodu ~ or~eenh eise.. s lo be ctasral ganglia"Ofn
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terially disturbed, mind clear, and manifested
no signs of compression of the brain, or inflam-
mation of its membranes. When the swelling
of the scalp subsided, a prominence of brain
substance was .found-one incli in heiglit, and

three inches in length-in which the pulsation

of the arteries could be distinctly observed.

Spiculoe of bone came away from time te time,

and the turuour subsided within the cranium.
On December 20th, 1870, or over eight years

after the injury, lie was examined by two medi-

cal men. Previous te this time he had worked

in an iron foundry. His memoryremained quite

good. ie had no paralysis, and it is reported

by Drs. Keen and Thomson that it is remark-

able te observe the almuost entire restoration of

his mental faculties, especially in view of the

probable deep lesion of the brain, both by the

primary injury and the subsequent fungus

cerebri.
It will be seen that in this case there was no

functional disorder, except that, for a short

time at first, " the brain functions seemed

clouded." This inight be expected for a

tuberance, and passing backwards and ont-
wards. It removed a piece of the squamous
portion of the temporal' bone, with brain

substance and membranes. When the patient

entered the hospital, brain matter was oozing

from the wound. At first, respiration was
slow; pulse 40 ; the right side was paralyzed,
and there was total insensibility. Three days
after the injury the bullet was extraoted

from the substa7nce of the left hemisphere. It

was a conoidal ball and badly shattered. He

then rapidly recovered, and the report says that

in four months and a half afterwards "the men-

tal and the sensory factilties were unimpaired."
On October 30th, 1870, he wrote: "I an still in
the land of the living. My healtb is good, con-

sidering what I passed through. My head

aches somne of the time. I am married and

have one child. My memory is affected, and I

cannot hear as vell as I could before I was

wounded." These were the only results of this

extensive laceration of brain matter. The

slight functional disturbance did not cor-

respond with the doctrine of cortical functional

time.centres.
Private Sheridan was shot through the left Sergean, Rotherham, wounded at Gettys-

temporal region. The missile lodged in the burg by a musket bal, which penetrated the

brain and ivas never extracted. At the close skull near the right frontal eminence, passed

of the war he was discharged-recovered, and directly inwards and lodged sornewhere on the

received no pension. No functional disturb- membranes or in the brain substance. The

ance. opening threugh the bone was to that

Corporal Farnum, wounded by a'round ball made by a trephine, and the track of the bal

entering the cranium and brain matter. He could be followed on the dura mater with a

recovered, and was put on the Veteran Reserve considerable distance, as that meem

Corps. He was net pensioned. He was none brane was detached froiu its natural connec-
hose for the wound. themul. T bail was nt ex-

Pri-vate' Dillon was wounded by a bullet tracted.- There was ne perceptible loss off

wbich entered the craniumn very near the pewer, motion, or sensation on either aide of

superior angle off the occipital boe, .andhasd the body. There was ne arterial excitement

passed anterierly into the substance of the His recvery was rapid, and fve weeks after

brain. He lay n the field cf ýbattle two days the injury he was fbrlonhed for fifteen day 

-without any attention. After being a year in- at the expiration of wich time lie returned t

valided he retuxned'te active service, perfectly dnty, having suffered, no incenvenience 'frein.
beellet sighctly tbe injurl After this severai bone it

imipaire. ftrrd h'è,was m usteredl out cf but- bis mmnd 'wasnot imi redlto-anyr percepti

theSerYice ýperfect e1* ,azÉwas net pensioned, ble' e graee. cPoe some time, asftr thatme
TAfterthe frt was recetd lie was frsin ligtst ty inthe

tho wore or te ou. sVeterani Reservel Cp bsptal.
Private BDisn w wundd by a b e tnie o

wi ete the iey nbal t , met.oBrn, o tn thein o e of0 e

pased anteriorl ioute s ron ro-h recver a ntratin d figvnweet ks of the

wihut anyttýnotin. After being a yea in- athexiatio ofwihtmPheundt
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cranium and brain. The ball was not removed
for seven years after the injury, but in a few
days after being wounded he was fit for duty.
In January, 1871, this officer was on duty as
captain in the 13th Infantry.

Private Stallman, wounded at Winchester
by a musket ball, which entered at the right
temple and emerged at the opposite side of the
head. In spite of this serious lesion of brain,
in a few months lie was put on light duty. He
had no strabismus, and we are told that, although
his mental faculties were slow and uncertain
and bis memory impaired, he bad no hallucina-
tions nor mental aberrations. The year follow-
ing the injury he was pensioned. No functional
impairment except the above mentioned.

Private Haggart was wounded by a conoidal
musket, ball, which struck the left side of the
head, and passing through carried away a large
part of the left half of the occipital bone. At
first lie became insensible and lost more than
an ounce of cerebrum, leaving bare the menin-
geal artery. Seven months afterwards he
was discharged from the hospital. At that time
both eyes were dilated, causing dimness of
vision, but bis intellect was good, and he could
read very coarse print. He died four years
afterwards, but it is not recorded what was the
cause of death. This extensive lesion only
produced these slight results.

Sergeant Woodman was wounded by a gun-
shot missile, which entered above the left
frontal eminence and emerged at a point one
inch behind the upper margin of the right ear.
TTe waçs unconscious for several hours. At the
wound of exit eight small bones afterwards dis-
charged. He was alive three years afterwards,
and it was reported that the organs of special
sense and the intellect were unimpaired.

Private Plumly was wounded by a conoidal
musket ball, which entered at the inner angle
of the left eye, and after passing through the
brain substance it emerged behind the left ear.
On March 7th, 1867, nearly three years after
the wound was inflicted, he was in good health,
and a pensioner. The only physical results
were obscuration of the vision of the left eye
for a short time, the discharge of pus from the
orifice of entrance of the ball and through the,
right nostril and upper part of the posterior
nasal cavity into the mouth.

Private Sechler was wounded by a conoidal
ball, which struck the os frontis over the right
eye and passec into the brain. He not only
lived, but returned to duty six months after-
wards, and was at the close of the war mus-
tered out so well that lie did not even receive a
pension. The ball was not extracted. No
functional results.

PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON THE
EYELIDS.

BY R. A. REEVE, B.A., M.D.

Lecturer on Ophthalniology and Otology, Toronto School of
Medicine, and Surgeon to Andrew Mercer

Eye and Ear Infirmary.

(Read at Meeting of Canada Medical Association, Ottawa,
Sept. 2, 1s80.)

(Continued from page 6.)

CASE 2.-Ectropion of Upper Lid, treated by
Transplantation of Flap without Pedicle.

Though second in order, this was the first
case in which the above method was followed;
and it was the fourth, so far as I was then
aware, on this side of the Atlantic, the first
being reported by Wadsworth, of Boston, and
the second and third by Aub, of Cincinnati.
The patient had psoriasis (non-speciflc) to such
an extent that one could hardly get a pateh of
healthy skin large enough for a flap ; and I did
not wish to operate until he had fully recover-
ed, as there was little likelihood of success ;
but it was (now or never) with himu. When
admitted, the left cornea was sloughing, owing,
seemingly, to exposure of the globe from ec-
tropion-the result of an injury received some
months previously. The lower lid was drawn
downwards and outwards, and everted, and all
the skin of the upper lid was destroyed, except
at the ciliary edge, which was adherent to the
upper margin of the orbit, where slight exfolia-
tion of bone was going on. All the surround-
ing tissue was cicatricial, and a flap with
pedicle could not be had.

As it was too late to attempt to save the
cornea, palliative treatment was used until the
inflammatory action had ceased and the carious
spot had healed; and on the 25th of June,
1879, the operation was done. The lower lid
was first brought up into place by incisions
making a triangular flap with base to free bor-
der (upwards), some burrowing and subcutane-
ous division of bands of adhesion, and thei
the sliding upwards and inwards of another
flap (rectangular), with its base under the malar
process.

The upper lid was freed by an incision a lit-
tle above the eyelashes, and some dissection.
The free edges were then made raw at four
corresponding pointa, which were brought
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together by sutures. A large piece of skin was
then cut away froi the arm, made as thin as
possible, trimmed, fitted, and adjusted upon the
upper lid, and all the parts covered with gold-
beater's skin, compress and bandage.

Not to go into too nany details, the trans-
planted skin did not unite save at one point,
and had to be removed after a few days; and
grafting, by means of small grafts, was after-
wards done. The patient was discharged on
the 22nd July, 1879, cicatrization being com-
plete.

The lids had parted slightly, short bands
having formed by traction at the points of
union, the division of which was deferred.

Remarks.-It need hardly be urged that this
method of blepharoplasty conveys a lesson of
practical moment in general surgery. In some
cases, at least, the planting of a large piece of
skin on a raw (lymph-exuding) surface will
be found preferable to the old plan of putting
small grafts on a pus-secreting one. Much
painstaking care is required in its execution,
and the tendency of the flap to contract is cer-
tainly a disadvantage ; but it is sometimes
available when other methods are not, and its
results seem to compare favourably with those
of transplantation of large flaps with pedicle.

Dr. H. D. Noyes, of New York (N. Y.
Mledical Record, March 27th, 1880). after report-
ing some successful and unsuccessful cases of
bis own, and citing others, says,-" A number
of cases have proved failures. In some of
these instances failure is sufficiently accounted
for * * *; at the same time, if out of fifteen
cases ten have proved successes, it is some-
thing remarkable."

In my own cases there were two successes
and one failure, the latter being almost a fore-
gone conclusion.

A few points should be observed, which, if
not essential, are most important.> 1. In con-
trast with other flaps, the transplanted skin
should be thoroughly freed from subcutaneous
connective tissue and fat, which is most
easily done by means of sharp scissors. 2. It
muist be adjusted and the edges coapted with
the greatest nicety; all oozing of blood having
ceased from the raw surface, which should be

ean and it should be kept well.covered

and undisturbed. 3. Allowance niust be made
for extraordinary contraction of the skin after
its removal, say 35 to 50 per cent., and for
further shrinkage after union. 4. The general
integument and the subject should be healtby.
5. The special indication in blepharoplasty is
the destruction of the skin of the lid or lido,
with preservation of their free edges, so that
they can be temporarily united ; the tissues
around the orbit beiig so altered or diseased
as to preclude or jeopardize the proper nourish-
ment of a flap through its pedicle. And it is

1 to be preferred, cceteris paribus, when there is
a likelihood of increasing the deformity by utiliz-
ing the skin of the face after the usual methods.

CASE 3. -Epithelioma of Eyelids and Inner
Canthus. Blepharoplasty 5y Stiding Flaps.

Mr. M- consulted me July 27th, '77, in
regard to disease of the lower lid of the left
eye, which had begun in 1862 as a large
pimple on the edge of the lid near the lach-
rymal punctum, with ensuing excoriation,
slight discharge, and scabbing. For the first
twelve years the disease was confined to the
inner fourth of the lower lid. It then began
to creep outwards. There bas been no pain
from the outset. The whole ciliary border
of the lid is now involved, the inner fourth pre-
setuing an ulcerated fissure, with hard, slightly-
raised edges, and there is partial ectropion.
The immediate removal of the diseased tissues
was advised, but the case was not seen again
until July, '79, when the outer canthus and
also the lachrymal sac and the inner end of the
upper lid had been invaded. An operation
was again advised, a guarded prognosis being
given.

July 21st, '79, the patient being anesthetized
by Dr. Zinmerman, and Dr. Covernton, the
family physician, kindly assisting, the whole of
the lower id froIm the ocular conjunctiva
to below the edge of the orbit, the outer
end of upper lid as well as its inner fourth,
and the lackrymal sac with some of the orbital
tissue behind it were cut away. An incision
was then made down the side of the nose, and
a large horizontal flap dissected back with
its base on and below the malar bone. This
was slid up against the globé,'ând its uppêr
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edge stitched to the upper lid (to form the of the lower lid. The globe itself is intact,
outer canthus) and to the ocular conjunctiva, though the conjunctiva bulbi at the inner and
and at its inner free end to the apposed part lower side has a doubtful look.
on the side of the nose. To restore the inner On Dec. 27th the following parts were cut
canthus and upper lid another horizontal flap away: the inner three-fourths of the lower
was made across the root of the nose, and lid and inner two-fifths of the upper, all the
its free end then drawn over and carefully lachrymal sac and some orbital tissue behind
united to the raw vertical edge of upper lid it, part of the ocular conjunctiva, as weil as a
by a twisted suture and stitches. Strips of square piece froin the side of the nose down ta
plaster, cotton wool and bandage were then the periosteurn. A large flap was then made
applied. Both flaps united satisfactorily. reaching from the side of the nose to the
Grafting was done on the raw surface below malar process, 34 inches long by lý inches
the lower flap to lessen cicatricial contraction, wide, and was sud up against the eyeball, its
and some suspicions looking tissue near the site upper edge being stitched to the conjunctiva
of the sac afterwards destroyed by chrornic acid. bu] hi, and its free end in position at the root

Five weeks after the operation (Aug. 28), of the nose. To repair the upper lid a flap
the new part of upper lid was well back in was token from the top of the nose and the
position, and the patient could just uncover forehead, and then ttirned horizontally, the
the pupil so as to see straight forwards, and original lower edge being fastened to the
could read with facility. The eye was com- vertical raw edge of the upper lid by a pin
fortable, though there was some epiphora. A and three sutures alter the fibres of the orbi-
microscopic examination by Dr. Zimmerman cularis muscle had been divided ut the outer
confirmed the diagnosis of epithelioma. canthus to allow the )id to give towards the

On several occasions during the year a small nOse. The adjacent edges of the two flaps
growth appeared about the inner canthus,t the root of the nase were also stitched

yielingat oce o tratmnt.together, and the upper edge of the upper fiap
yieldingand the skin under the brow. A pad was put

P.S.-Jan., '81. There has been no sign on the lower flap to keep it in contact with its
of relapse, apparently, during the lat six bed, and supportig straps, Cotton wool and
months. bandage applied. On the third day ah the

dressings were renioved. The :fiaps lcoked

CAsE 4.-Epiteliona of Eyelids. Plastic -vell; vaseline conpress and straps re-applied.On the fourth day no pain or inflimmatory
Operation.reation t dishare from orbit

T. C. D., æt. 51, was admitted into the took ont pin and some threads. On the fifth
Andrew Mercer Eye and Ear Infirmary, Dec. day removed the rest of the stitches, putting
19, '79. The patient ascribes his affection to cotdon Subseuly put teve aft on
a burn caused by molten lead splashing into the raw surface helow, but with indifferent
bis eye five years ago. The sore would not effect; also had to destroy sprouting granula-
heal, he says, but remained as a red lump with tions at the site of the sac. The patient was
a white top near the caruncle for one year, haed'
when it spread to the lower lid. Treatment On July 27th he was re-admitted, and the
by caustics was tried ineffectually. Eighteen rest of the lower lid cut away, mainly ta
months ago, epithelioma was diagnosed after a relieve lis own anxiety. A canthotomy wasel? ~~~~~~~alsa donaddvso fetra apbamicroscopie examination. One year ago the ligament to render upper lid lax and remove
side of the nose was invaded, the ulceration discomfort from friction.
creeping very slowly and painlessly. August 2Oth, patient discharged. The inner

Present condition.-The inner fourth of the canthus has cicatrized back to the plane of the
upper lid, nearly to the brow, is eroded and right. There is some annoyance fram lad-
perforated and surrounded by a hard, raised rymation, for whidh exýirpation of'the lacl-rymal gland may hereafter lie dane.
border; and there is also. erosion of the inner P.S.-Jan., '81. Patient reports no relapse
Ca.ntlmsa lachryari sac, and 3er twi-thirds tl date.
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NOTES OF A CLINICAL LECTURE AT
TORONTO GENERAL HOSPITAL,

SESSION 1880-81.

CLINIC OF DR. THORBURN.

CASE I.--flird Stage of Bright's Kidney-
Hypertrophy of Heart.

C ASE Il.-Mitral Regurgitation.

CASE I.--listory.-J. C., St. 32, was ad-
mitted to the Hospital, and examined Novem-
ber 24tb, '80. Native of Canada; bas lived
for last 22 years in Toronto; is brakesman G.
T. R. Married two years ago; wife and child
living. His previous history is moderately
good; was always a strong, healthy man ; good
constitution, but has been in the habit of
drinking heavily. Has always noticed a re-
markably abundant excretion of urine, pale;
but when troubled with a cold, felt pain across
region of kidneys, and the urine then was high-
coloured. Six years ago had severe attack of
inflammatory rheumatisn, wbici seemed to
settle in right leg and left arm ; he was obliged
to use crutches for a while, but this attack left
no permanent noticeable bad effects.

Has had two attacks of gonorrhoSa-the first
ten, the second ~seven years ago. Was slightly
injured in the head about one year ago. No
hereditary predisposition to disease, as far as
can be ascertained.

Present disease.-About seven weeks ago
feit a severe pain over the region of the heart,
which continued for three weeks. His face
was odematous at niglit when in bed, but
resumed its normal condition during the day;
bowels costive; urine decreased in amount.
He knows of no cause for this attack.

After three weeks of treatment went to
work again, but felt poorly ; worked for ten
days, and one morning, after a heavy lift,
found himself unable to go to work, the symp-
toma above given having returned in full force.
A.gain he received treatment; but not im-
proving, was sent to the hospital.

-Present condition.-In walking, seems very
weak and unsteady; in bed, le lies by prefer-
ence on bis back, shoulders and bead elevated.
If he lie for any considerable time on bis side
or with head low, dyspnea supervenes. Coun-

tenance anomic. Pulse 108, not very com-
pressible; in fact, rather incompressible. Res-
pirations 36, short and shallow. Extremities
cold and anSmic; the lower decidedly ans-
thetic. Tongue shows a coating of whitish
fur. He bas been troubled considerably by
epistaxis for last four or five days. No appe-
tite; can keep nothing on stomach but a little
dry toast, milk or eggs;'vomited bis medicine
while under treatment, before coming to hos-
pital; very tbirsty, but refrained from much
fluid. No pain except a little in arms. and
shoulders. Shows general anasarca. Liver
very tender; right lobe enlarged. Heart shows
considerable hypertrophy on percussion ; redu-
plication of the sounds heard best over base.
Action of the organ impaired. Urine pale in
colour, decreased in amount; specific gravity
1006; acid in reaction; contains large quan-
tity of albumen; no sugar. Microscopical ex-
amination shows the presence of granular casts,
mucous cells, and degenerated epithelium of
both renal and cystic varieties.

The following is the substance of Dr. Thor-
burn's remarks in reference to the diagnosis,
pr:ognosis, and treatnent of the case

In forming our diagnosis we must take into
account two factors, prominently brought ont
in the history just read: namely, the evident
abnormal condition, first, of the heart, then
of the kidneys. Some gentlemei might be
disposed te ask, Why not include the anasar-
cous condition as a factor for consideration ?
To this it may j astly be answered, because the
history of the case shows this plainly to be not
a primary condition; not a cause, but an effect.
And this effect may have been produced, is
frequently produced, by abnormal conditions
either of the heart or kidneys. Our present
object, then, is to ascertain whether the en-
largement of the heart produced the diseased
kidneys, or vice versa, and thus to discover the
cause of the condition of the system now
before us.

Considering, first, the heart, we find a history
of a rheumatic attack of some severity. Know-

ins the tendency of such attacks to involve
this organ, its condition must be carefully
noted. We find' it to be abnormal in two
respects; first, organically, it being increased
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in size; in the second place, functionally, the
sounds being altered.

But rheumatiC attacks chiefly tend to pro-
duce valvular affections. Now, there is no
evidence, after the most careful auscultation,
of disease of the valves here. Neither the
hypertrophy, then, nor the reduplication of the
sounds can be held to point to heart disease
brought on by the rheumatic attack as the
prime cause of disease in this case; in fact,
these conditions both help to sustain the idea
that the real origin of the trouble is to be
sought for in the kidneys.

What evidence can be adduced from the
history or present condition of this patient to
uphold this opinion ?

In the first place we must remember that he
is stated to have been a heavy drinker. This
habit is well known to tend towards a cirrhotic
condition of the kidneys, as well as other
organs-a condition characterized by hyper-

plasia of the connective tissue of the gland,
and consequent increase in size, followed by
atrophy and diminished bulk, which latter
state is seen in the most 'advanced cases of
chronice Bright's disease. Now, we must re-
member another fact indicated by his history.
For a long time previous to the present attack
the urine was excessive in amount; and the
kidneys were easily disordered by slight causes.

We have here sufficient data to pronounce
the kidneys tO have been more or Less affected
for a considerable period.

Might this of itself tend to produce the.
abnormal heart conditions previously noticed?

To answer this question we must remember,
not only that in chronice Bright's disease there
is a tendency to hypertrophy of the heart
muscle, but that also the lumen of the smaller
arteries of the body is diminished, while their
coats are thickened, and become more or less
rigid. To this latter fact is due the compara-
tively high tension of the pulse in a case of
chronic Bright's disease, and also the general
enlargement of the organ; caused, of course,
by the extra ainount of force required to send
the blood through the narrower passages.

This is sufficient answer to the query, in so
far as the size cf the heart is concerned; and
it also explains why we have, in this case,

with a comparatively weak heart action, a
better state of arterial tension than might
have been expected.

In regard to the reduplication of the sounds
this is said to be an occasional accompaniment
of Bright's disease, but you will rarely have
so good an' instance as the one now before us.

The history then gives us good ground for
diagnosing a case of chronic Bright's disease,
and this is the primary cause of the present
condition. And when we take into account
the present condition of the urine of the
patient, its abnormal constituents, vith the
other symptoms, no room for doubt is left.

The stage to which the cirrhosis of the kid
neys bas reached is a matter of some interest.
It seems highly probable that there is a certain

1 amount of fatty degeneration present, together
iwith a more or less granular condition of the
gland. But an autopsy alone would reveal
their condition positively.

The prognosis is unfavourable, as in all such
cases, where we know that there is a consider-
able amount of organic change. The treatment
is merely palliative, consisting mainly of a
heart tonic and suitable diuretic. Plenty of
nourishing, easily digested food is ordered, and
the state of the bowels well looked after. He
receives:

IR Tr. Digitalis............ 5iij.
Tr. Card. Co ............ 5jv.
Aquam adl............. jv.

Sig. 5ij. every six hours.

[Subsequent to the clinic, the following notes
of the case were taken:

Dec. 3rd. A condition resembling eczema
has appeared on the legs, epistaxis is frequent,
feels pained over the region of the kidneys,
orthopna well marked. He drinks much
water; urine is more plentiful; not so much
albumen present. Bowels acting well. Pulse
110.

Dec. 10th. Urine much more plentiful;
acid; albumen decreased ; eczema disappear
ing; anasarcous condition not so apparent;
appetite better; pulse, 104 ; respirations, 28.

Dec. 16th. Pulse, 100; respirations, 28; the
albumen in the urine largely increased. From
this time he gradually sank, the quantity of
urine decreasing.
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About Dec. 27th, he became helpless ; urine
almost entirely suppressed ; the small amount
secreted was removed by catheter; eyes pro-
trading; partly delirious.

Dec. 30th. Evident urSmic poisouing; com-
atose; died ii that condition, Dec. 3lst,

It was the intention to have held a post
mortem examination, but the friends claiming
the body, the diagnosis unfortunately could
not be thus confirmed.]

CASE II.-Dr. Thorburn also drew the atten-
tion of the class to a case of heart disease,
which formed a very instructive contrast to the
case detailed above.

T. S- had also been rheumatic, and
showed general anasarca. This was due, how-
ever, to the condition of the heart, which, on
auscultation showed well-marked indications of
valvular disease. The mitral valves were
cbiefly involved, the murmur being regurgitant.

EXTENSIVE VENEREAL WARTS.

BY H. T. MACHELL, M.B.,L.R.C.P. EDIN., TORONTO.

THE TREATMENT OF SPRAINED
ANKLE.

BY R. L. MACDONNELL, B.A., M.D., M.R.C.s. ENG.,
Assistant-Demonstrator of Anatomy, McGil? University,

Montreal.

According to most writers of text-boóks, the
management of a sprained ankle is a simple
affair indeed. An evaporating lotion, perhaps
iced applications, a few days in the bouse, and
the surgeons duties are over. Some writers
mention that starched bandages may be applied
in very severe cases. Every one will acknow-
ledge, 1 think, that a sprained ankle may turn
out a very troublesome accident; that some-
times its effects last for months, that usually
the unlucky patient must stay in bed or upon
the sofa for at least a week, and that upon re-
suming bis occupations the joint -will be for a
long time weak, and prone to turn under, when
the weight of the body is unexpectedly thrown
upon it. The object of this communication is
an attempt to show that all these unpleasant
consequences may be in a great measure ob-
viated by the use of some fixed apparatus,
whether of plaster of Paris or of any other simi-

On the lst of December last a patient pre- lar material. The application of a splint of this
sented herself, saying she had " the chancres." kind relieves pain, reduces swelling, nnd enables
The history of the case, however, pointed to the patient not only to walk about his bouse
gonorrhoea, which she said she had contracted soon after the application of the splint, but in
six months ago. On making an examination, L those cases wlere the o.eptient
the whole circumference of the vagina, Jrorn demnands bis immediate pesence ie is enaled,
the labia minora backwards for an inch and a witb lus foot encased in a bard sheil, to go to
haIf, was comktely studded with venereal bis ofice and perform the duities required of
wartsi rnhele alove tess these srowths were bim.
scattered here and there up te, within a few Latterly 1 have used tliese appliances with
lines of the cervix uteri. These vegetation s se great satisfaction, and, as 1 relate the following
packed the anterior portion of the vagina that cases, sha point out few " tips" in the ap-
when the labia were sepatated the direction of plication and removal of the apparatps. There
the canal could not be muade ont at ail, and it are many ways of usin'cg the plaster of Paris,
was wth consideralile didliculty that the finger but I think the followin e the most suitable
could be introduced. pian: The limb should le encased in a large,

They varied in size fron a pin's head to that thick, porous woollen stocking A rouer of
of a good-sized pea, but the greater nu ber of book nuslin, the coarser the better, about 2
them were fiat and smooth, and frequently three iches wîde, should le wetted and applied
Or four coulde ie seen attached to one pedicle. around the leg in the ordinary way. There

Nitric acid was applied a few times at inter- should, however, lie, ne reverses" haade
vals of thre days; then'the remainder were m the bandage. At every thirs-or fourth
c acpped off with the scissors at a couple of turn, water and dry piltter sbould le alter-
ittings, and the aidrapplied to the hase of the nately rubbed over the linb. This process is

Pedils. R esut good. te le continued until a thick layer of bandage
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and plaster envelops the limb from the toes [lotion applied. For two days the swelling was so

half way up to the knee. Every now and then very great that it did not seem desirable to
thin slips of wet cardboard should be inserted apply any fixed apparatus. On the fourth day
between the layers of bandage to strengthen the plaster bandage was applied. lere I
weak places, such as the back and front of the neglected two important points. The plaster
joint, below the heel and the ball of the great set while the foot was not quite at riglit angles
toe. The splint completed and the plaster set vith the leg-consequently the toes pointed

the patient may be allowed to walk in a few downwards slightly; moreover, I neglected to

hours, or perhaps the next morning. In a week cover the heel thickly enoughi. As a conse-

the splint may be removed,.passive motion em- quence, the weight of the body was thrown
ployed, and the shell kept at hand ready to be too much forwards and the patient did not
reapplied whenever any unusual strain is to be walk without pain. These defects were soon
put upon the joint, or be used in the day- remedied. The boy slept well all that night,
time and removed at night. it being bis first night's rest since the accident.

Case 1.-Mary H., ot. 26, a parlour-maid, In a few week's time he was able to walk about
slipped on the pavement on the 21st October, his house, and soon extended his promenade to

1879, and sprained her left ankle. Twenty the garden. Although complete recovery did
minutes afterwards there was very great 1 not occur for some four weeks, I bave io doubt
swelling over the external malleolus. Intense but that under other plans of treatment lie
pain. Applied with firm pressure two or three would have been in bed some.weeks suffering
rollers of common gray cotton bandage soaked pain and ennui, and have gone back to school
in iced water, about the ankle, so as to form a in three months with a weakened ankle. At
stiffish casing for it. Iced water was applied present lie can take pyrt in all the sports
during the night. On the following morning becoming bis age, and I find tbat since the
the swelling had almost disappeared, but there winter set in lie lias been skating every day.
was great pain on the slightest motion. The Case 3.-A stout cook, aged 4d, missed a step
splint was applied in the manner described. in coming down stairs. Twenty minutes after-
As soon as the plaster had hardened, the girl wards there was a swelling the size of a very
was able to get up and walk about ber room large apple over the centre of the ankle joint.
without pain, and on the following day I had no bandage with me but book muslin.
was able to attend to, at least, a considerable This was wetted and applied directly to the
part of her duties. In a.week the apparatus foot with considerable pressure. This bandage
was removed, and she found the ankle quite being firmly impregnated with starch in drying,
well. In the removal of a plaster splint there forms a firni light casing. She was told to re-
is usually a deal of bungling. The best plan is move it should there be pain during the night.
to divide the splint down the front with a small Immediately after the application she felt quite
saw. Some pocket-knives contain a little saw free from pain, but during the night she became
useful for this purpose. The stocking used by frightened, thinking that gangrene was setting
this patient was strongly "rubbed," and made in, being of a nervous disposition and an old
little ecchymoses on the skin. maid ; so she cut part of it off. The follow-

Case 2.-George R., æt. 16, a seboolboy, iug is un extract from my case book. "Nov.
was engaged in a football match on the 9th of 5th, 1880 (the day after the accident).-Ai1
October, 1880, and received some injury, lie swelling gone. Not mucb pain but great
knew not how, of bis ankle joint. About balf au weakness is complained of. Complete inablity
hour afterwards there was very extensive swell- to put the foot upon the ground. Encased the
ing all around the joint, but more especially joint in plaster in the usual vay. Nov. lth,
about the external malleolus. In fact, it was 1880.-Very confortable. Able to do work
impossible at the time to tell whether the and'walk about the bouse. Complains of pain
fibula had escaped fracture. The limb was put towards evening (she lad previously sufered
up lu ,a wooden aide splint, and lead and opium fromsweling ofthe feet atnight time. Nov.
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10th.-Removed splint with saw. Patient effects of a simple sprain. 1 may here throw
able to walk about without splint." Thus in out a suggestion that practitioners will find,
a week she was completely set upon her feet. in many instances, that book-muslin is a great

Case 4.-On the .5th November, 1880, I was improvement on gray cotton as a bandage for
called in the greatest haste to see a man whose common use. Some weeks ago I used it on
leg was said to have been broken. I found a a Colles' fracture. It is well starched, and,
burly brewer's driver, about 22 years of age, sur when applied wet, sticks firnly to adjacent
rounded by friends, and groaning with pain. He ,parts, making a stiff, firm covering. It cannot
had been scuflling, half in fun, half in earnest, stretch or get pulled out of place, is porous,
with a fellow-workman, and had received an in-
jury of the right ankle joint, he did notexactly
know how. A swelling as large as an orange
covered the external malleolus. No fracture
could be detected. Applied common rollers
soaked in iced water. The next day, having for-
gotten my plaster, I applied a starched bandage.
On the following day I found him walking about
the yard, plaving the trombone. On the sixth
day he vas back again at work. Starch does not
answer well for this purpose, as it takes too
long to dry.

It is obvious that great care must be taken
that the joint be not kept too long fixed. After
a week the splint should be removed, and ap-
plied only when the -patient is obliged to
undergo some extra exertion. Sir James
.Paget (Clinical Lectures and Essays, p. 96)
states that too long rest is by far the most fre-
quent cause of delayed recovery after injury of
joints in nearly all persons who are not of a
scrofulous uonstitution. Mere long rest, he says;
stiffens them and makes theu over-sensitive,
cold douches and elastie restraints and pres-
sures make them vorse; and nothing remedies
thein but movement, forced or voluntary. He
tells us, too, that such are the cases successfully
treated by bone-setters, who get a joint that
bas been sprained and kept too long at rest ;
then, pretending or believing that it has been
dislocated, wrench it, and tell the patient that
it has been put in, and that now he may use
it.

I have no doubt but that many of those who
take the trouble to read this communication
will say that I am deceiving myself by the
post loc argument. These cases were all severe
cnes. iL have treated cases by the older
Methods, and have reason to know bow long such
cases last. I have seen a patient, a strong young
man, lame for upwards of six months from the

ligbt and comfortable, and is not more expen-
sive than the common article.

1433 St. Catherine Street, Montreal,
January 14th, 1881.

FRACTURE OF THE SKULL, WITH A
COMPLICATED FRACTURE OF THE
LEFT FORE-ARM-RECOVERY WITH
UNAVOID ABLE RESULTS.

BY C. FREEMAN, M.D., MILTON.

The case which I a-m about to report is in-
tensely interesting to the profession in two
particulars: firstly, its being of extremely rare
occurrence; and secondly, froni its having
fornmed the subject matter of a supposed case
of imalpraxis.

ACCIDENT.

Duncan Tost, tet. 14, carpenter, while assist-
ing his father in the erection of the new Town-
hall at Georgetown, fell, on the morning of the
17th of August, 1878, about 22 feet, with a
pair of rafters in his hands, on the hard floor, his
head striking against a scantling. The results
were fracture of his skull above the left orbit
(with both concussion and compression of the
brain), also fracture of the radius and ulna in
their lower third, with rupture of three of the
tendons of the flexor sublimis digitorum at
their attach men t to th e muscle, and severe con-
tusion of the other flexors. There were no
abrasions of the skin at the seat of either
fracture. Drs. Wm. Freeman, Standish, Starr
and Rannay were summoned immediately, and
found the patient apparently lifeless, with
little or no prospect of recovery. After the
free use of salts of ammonia and other stimu-
lants, Dr. Freeman reduced the fracture of the
arm and 'applied Day's splints. fHe then cut
down and elevated the depressed bone of the
skull with the assistance of the medical gentle.
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men present. The patient was seen three
times the day of the accident, and the arm
was dressed during the evening The boy was
in a semi-comatose state for a few days, and re-
quired the use of the catheter. The arm and
head were dressed daily, and the patient was
visited twice and thrice daily for two weeks,
and afterwards once a day until the 7th Oct.
Drs. Rannay, McGarvin, and C. Freeman saw
the boy in consultation at different periods
within ten or twelve days of the receipt of the
accident, and corroborated the defendant's tes-
timony at the trial, that at no time was there a
solitary condition present to indicate gangrene
from too tight bandaging, but the deep-seated
suppurative inflammation arose from rupture
and contusion of the tendons from the severity
of the accident. About the beginning of the
second week a fistulous opening made its ap-
pearance over the seat of fracture, and gra-
dually enlarged upwards until three of the
tendons dropped down and were removed
about the third week, when Dr. McGarvin
saw the patient again with the attending
surgeon. About the time the suppurative
inflammation commenced,the anteriorsplintwas
removed and never used again, the bandage
having been applied around the palm of the
hand and up the arm, ]eaving an interspace of

about four inches for local applications over the
seat of fracture. After the debris was removed,
it healed kindly, with the following results: a

perfectly straight fore-arm, -with partial con-
traction of the fingers, caused more particu-
larly by the adhesions and contraction of
the profundus digitorum. The patient was re-
quested to persevere with passive motion, which
pained him so much that he could not do so.
At one time the parents desired Dr. Freeman
to remove the hand, which he declined to do
stating that it would be impaired, but would be
better than an artificial one. No dissatisfac-
tion was expressed until after the doctor had
sent bis bill, when the ungrateful father mani-
fested bis admiration of the doctor's skill and
attentive kindness by instituting a vexatious
suit at the Milton Assize Court for $5,050, in
September last, for negligence and want of
skill during the treatment of his son. In
consequence of the delay in obtaining the

preliminary examination of the patient before

Ris Honour Judge Miller, of Halton, Chief

Justice Wilson granted the application for

changing the venue to the city of Hamilton

Assizes on the 25th of October. Notice was

given for trial and expenses again incurred, and

then it was countermanded. The gist of the

boy's evidence before Judge Miller was, that

he was faithfully attended by Dr. Freeman ;

bis hand and fingers were never swollen, be-

numbed or discoloured; and that bis finger-

nails were natural, and did not cenme off. He

wanted money for the partial loss of his band.

The trial finally took place on the 5th and 6th

of January, 1881, at the city of Hamilton, be-

fore Mr. Justice Galt. The chief contention

on the part of the plaintiff's counsel, Messrs.

Hagel and Schoff, was that the arm was not

dressed for eight days, and that the deep-

seated suppurative inflammation arose solely

f rom the splints and to tight bandages, through

the culpable negligence and want of skill of

the defendant. This was very inadequately

supported by the- lay testimony of the Tost

family and friends, with the professional evi-

dence of Drs. Standish, Starr, DeLa Haye,

Bennett and Hagel; while, on the other band,

the defendant'scounsel, Messrs.Goodwillie, Laid-

law,and Osler, contended that there was neither

neglect nor want of skill in the treatment of

the patient, which was clearly and conclusively

establisbed not onlybyanumber of disinterested

and respectable lay witnesses, but was further

ably and unanimously confirmed by .Drs.

Canniff of Toronto, Ridley, Billings, Miller,

Mackelcan of Hamilton, McMahon of Dun-
das, Buck of Palermo, McGarvin of Acton,
and C. Freeman of -Milton. The judge's
patience was sorely tried and almost exhausted
by the besitancy and delay on the part of many
of the medical witnesses for the prosecution,
when be put this important question to them :
"Would not deep-seated suppurative inflamma-
tion wbich lasted for montbs be more likely to
occur in a broken limb from internal injury
or contusion than from any subsequent
bandaging or splints?" Ris Lordship, after
passing a very high encomium on the medical
profession and its advantages to the public,
animadverted in the strongest terms on the
great ingratitude of the plaintiff, and the
vexatious injustice and great expense sustained
by the defendant in consequence of the sut
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PECULIAR CASE OF CHANCROID.

BY GEO. WRIGHT, A.M., M D., TORONTO.

The following case of chancroid, that came
under my notice, possesses one or two points of
interest, and I have thought it proper to com-
nunicate it to your Journal.

Thomas O-, age 13 years, came to my
oflice with bis father on the night of the 18th
of November. The father informed me that
his son had fallen on the wheel of an express
waggon and received an injury, about which.
he desired to consult me. From previous
intimations I had received in another place, I
was not altogether unprepared for another
illustration of those cartwheel cases, which
have become somewhat traditional, and in
which the member next most unruly to the
tongue was possibly implicated. I at once
suggested to the youth that he should " show
up." In consequence of bis tender years, I
avoided any expression of my apprehensions to
the boy, until quite satisfied that, in challenging
him with indiscretion, I would be doing him
no injustice. And here I venture to make

of ages from eleven to thirteen. lie repre-
sented that he and his companions had been
seduced by those little girls, and that they
retired to a vacant lot in the neighbourhood,
where they had a short season of mutual inter-
course, and finally separated. The boy declares
that his little paramour was not more than-
twelve years of age, and that he must have
contracted the disease frion this mere child.
I am told that such cases are not at all un-
common in this city; but I am happy to say
that, in my thirteen years' experience, I never
before met with one in whom this or any other
form of venereal disease was developed at so
early an age.

A noteworthy feature of this case was the
fact that the threatened lymphatic glandular
trouble was on the side most remote from the
chancroid.

The catse improved rapidly under local treat-
ment, consisting of carbolie acid lotion, one in
thirty-two, with the observance of scrupulous
cleanliness; and in ten days the sore was
entirely healed.

a suggestion, without desiring to read a lecture TiPOLIT DRESsINGS.-A new compound
to my professional brethren. My experience material (preparation secret) whose main ingre-
with al such cases of youthful depravity has dientsare calcium, silicium and protoxide of iron
been, that the slightest levity in the presence of (International 31edical and Surgical Journal).
those concerned bas a demoralizing influence, bas been introduced by V. Langenbeck of Ber-
by encouraging them to think that, after ail, lin, as a substitute for plaster of paris, which it
tbeir case is not so shocking. resembles in appearance and weight but, is

I found, on exzamination, a chancroid in- smoother and softer. It is used in exactly the
volving the whole point of the glans penis, saine way, and the advantages claimed for it
being about the size of a five-cent piece, and are: tbat it absorbs less moisture from the air,
situated more to the left of the meatus, but and cousequently keeps better; dressings made
still covering it. There bad been considerable with it are lighter; they harden more rapidly,
swelling and pain of the right inguinal glands, and once bardened take up no more water; it
which had partially subsided before I saw him. costs a trifle less than plaster of paris. The

On inquiry as to the origin of the trouble, name proposed for it is tripolith (or triple
the boy stoutly protested, at first, his innocence stone), froin its great hardness. It is shipped
of any indiscretion. But, after a good deal of trom lamburg.
beating about, until he found that any further

attempt at concealment of the facts might be a TuE EDINBURGu COLLEGES.-A movement
serious impediment to bis recovery, I elicited is again on foot in Edinbuirgh to wipè out a
the following facts. This boy, with four others disgraceful blot in the constitution of both the
of about the saie age, were eut togethé in Royal College of Physicianà and the Royal

College of Burgeons, and to put an end to the
thi eni n aoe of fte ber I admission of members and fellows except upon
him; and on one of the leading streets of the due examination. The agitation has, however,
city tbey came in contact with four little girls we believe, excited much opposition.
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CASE OF PYOPNEUMIOTHORAX SUB-
PHRENICUS.

Prof. Gardner, McGill University, reported
an interesting case of sub-diaphragmatic abscess
and pyopneumothorax (so called) before the
Medico-Chirurgical Society of Montreal.

A young man, et. 28, of rather delicate
health, had an attack of perityphlitis which
developed into generai peritonitis with very
àlarming symptoms. Contrary to expectation,
he rallied, and most of the abdominal symp-
toms disappeared, with the exception of tender-
ness in the right iliac and lumbar regions. No
distinct swelling could, however, be detected.
In a few days he felt pain in riglit side of chest,
involving lateral and front parts up to fourth
rib: no dulness on percussion, no pleuritic
friction scunds, but weak respiration sounds
over anterior and lateral parts of the right
lung. Temperature occasionally rose-some-
times diarrha.

Suddenly, in seventh week of his illness, and
two weeks before lie died, he was seized with
sharp pain in his side, and began to cougli up
pus, which was soon replaced by a brownish
fluid having all the characters of thin foces.
Semi-collapse followed, and on physical ex-
amination of the chest a remarkable change
was found to have taken place. The physical
signs of air and fluid in the right thorax had
developed themselves, in, however, a somewhat
modified form. As the patient lay on his back,
percussion of the right side gave forth, from the
third interspace downwards, to the lower edges
of the ribs in front, and at the side, a clear
tympanitie note. Above the third interspace
the note approached in character the ordinary
healthy note. At the dependent part of the
chest, as he lay on his back, the note was per-
fectly dull. By turning the patient on his left
side, the limit of tympanitic note on percussion
was altered. All the parts of the right chest
now uppermost were tympanitie when per-
cussed, showing the presence of air and a li-
quid. Nowhere, in any position, could the
liver dulness be discovered ; neither could the
liver be felt by palpation. On auscultation,

weak, amphoric respiration was present from
the third interspace downwards; on coughing,
splashing sounds. Above third interspace the
respiratory sounds approached in character the
vesicular murmur of health. There was con-
siderably diminished mobility of the right
chest wall, which was quite sensitive to the
pressure of the stethoscope. A normal condi-
tion of the intercostals obtained. Seen at
various times in consultation by Drs. Fenwick,
Buller and ]Ross. Diagnosis : perityphlitic ab-
scess communicating with the bowel, creeping
up behind the peritoneum and perforating the
diaphragm, and thus gaining access to the
cavity of the chest, and subsequently perforat-
ing the lung. During the last fortnight that
he lived the patient coughed up at intervals
pus, and the thin, brown, stinking fluid above
described. There was great debility and fre-
quent diarrhea. Died in a paroxysm of cough-
ing.

Autopsy, fifteen hours after death, by Dr. Rich.
MacDonnell. Emaciation extreme: on open-
ing the abdominal cavity, the first thing noticed
was the absence of the liver from its natural
position. It was pushed upwards, backwards
and inwards towards the spinal column, com-
pletely away from the righit lateral and anterior
chest wall, thus explaining the impossibility of
either feeling or discovering it by percussion.
To the outside and behind the cocum an ab-
scess cavity was discovered, having on its inner
wall the appendix vermiformis, containing a
number of masses of inspissated, quite hard,
fecal matter. Two or three openings existed
between the cœcum and this cavity, one of
them being large enough to admit the lit-
tle finger. This cavity communicated by a
narrow neck-like prolongation, extending up-
wards behind the peritoneum, with a very
large cavity, probably as large as a child's head,
bounded above by the diaphragm pushed up to
the level of the third interspace; externally
and anteriorly by the ribs, as far as their free
edges; below and on the inner side by the right
lobe of the liver, whose upper surface and free
edge, compressed, flattened, and rendered quite
obtuse, formed part of the wall of the abscess
cavity. 'The contents of this cavity were not
pus, but a thin, brown-colored, stinking fluid,
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containing flakes of curd of milk, and gas or
air. The stomach was somewhat pushed over
to the left. The transverse colon was some-
what displaced downwards. The right lung
was much compressied, its lower lobe collapsed
and closely adherent to the diaphragm; a series
of perforations existed, extending through the
lung substance to the b-onchi. There was no
effusion in the right pleural cavity. The left
Jung was lealthy; the heart healthy, a little
displaced to the left.-Synopsised from Canada
Medical and Surgical Journal.

FRACTURES OF THE INFERIOR EX-
TREMITY OF THE RADIUS.

M. DUPLAY.

Fractures of the inferior extremity cf the
radius are easily recognized and are generally
produced. by a fall on the palm of the hand.
The physiological signs are an impotence of
the limb and a violent pain at the wrist.
The physical signs are of mucli greater im-
portance and are truly pathognomonic. They
are characterized by a deformity of the wrist,
easily produced on the cadaver, and by a
vicions attitude of the band.

The dorsal deformity gives to the wrist the
aspect of a fork bandle, as Velpeau described
it, or of a Z. On the palmar aspect the de-
formity is in an inverse direction; on the lateral
parts the styloid apophysîs -of the ulna is
sometimes broken off. It makes a more con-
siderable protuberance than in the normal
state on account of the displacement en masse
of the hand. The stylöid apophysis of the
radius is shoved upwards, and is found on the
same plane as the styloid apophysis .of the
ulna; while in the normal condition it is
situated lower, and beneath this last.

Lastly, the vicious attitude of the hand is
such that the entire band is pushed froin the
ulnar towards the radial border; and the pro-
longed axis of the forearm, in place of being
normally continuous with the axis of the
middle finger, passes, on the contrary, into the
axis of the ring finger.

These different deformities that we have
just indicated, as well as the vicious attitude
of the hand, caused the belief for a long while,
even for sonie hundreds of years, in a luxation
from before backwards of the hand, and from
behind forwards of both boues of the forearm.
It was only at the beginning of this century
that the error was recognized.

Luxation of the hand is, moreover, very
rare and its diagnosis easy. The protuberance
backwards is altogether different from that
which is produced by fracture of the radius.
It takes on the rounded form of the carpal
bones, very distinct from the irregular surface
formed by the fractured extremity, dentated
and unequal. Further, in fractures of the
radius, the styloid apophysis is displaced from
its relations, whilst in luxation its relations
are the same. Its diagnosis is then, I repeat,
very easy; and further, this luxation is so
rare, that hardly one example of it is observed,
against five hundred fractures of the inferior
extremity of the radius.

Now there are cases in which fracture of the
radius is not accompanied with displacement,
or where this is so f'eeble that it is scarcely
perceptible ; further, an error is committed
even in these days, the pain and impotence
of the limb causing the supposition of a sprain
of the wrist. The diagnosis between sprain
and fracture is sometimes more difficult than
between luxation and fracture without dis-

placenent. This diagnosis rests upon three
symptoms which we might call fundamental.
The first is the seat of pain on pressure,
which in a sprain is found at ,the level
of the radio-carpal articulation and of all the
carpal articulations, or a little beneéth this in-
teiline ; whilst in fracture it is situated a little
higher, above the line of articulation, and the
pain is less intense at the level of the carpus.

The second sign is furnished by the relations
of the styloid apophyses of the radius and
ulna te one another, which are no longer the
same as in the normal condition, eyen when
the fracture is accompanied by no displa cement.
The third sigu is the mobility of the fragments,
slight as the displacement nay be, when in'
cases of fracture antero-posterior movements
are instituted.
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Thus, then, the seat of the pain, abnormal
mobility and change of relation between the two
bones of the forearm : such are the distinctive
characters of fracture of the inferior extremity
of the radius.

The inferior fragment of the fractured radius
is generally very short, and the seat of the
fracture is most often found at a centimetre
and a half above the articular interline. The
direction of the fracture is nearly transverse;
and the extremity of the superior fragment,
pointed, frequently penetrates the extremity
of the inferior fragment, which it sometimes
splits, producing secondary fragments. It is
when the carpus is displaced with the inferior
fragment of the radius, the hand being carried
towards the dorsal face of the forearm, whilst
the superior fragment protrudes on the palmar
face, that results the fork-handle of which
I spoke in the beginning.

The first effects of the fracture-especially in
the case of penetration of the bones-are a
shortening of the radius, an ascensional move-
ment of its styloid apophysis, the apparent
protrusion of the styloid apophysis of the
ulna, and the deviation of the band on the
radial border of the forearm. There exists
little or no crepitation of the bony fragments.

Fracture of the inferior extremity of the
radius is produced almost always in the same
conditions by a fall forwards on the palm of
the hand, the heel of which supports the
wrist. Its mechanism, which no author bas
been able, until lately, to give very clearly,
and which I confess I had never, so te speak,
understood before becoming a surgeon of the
hospitals, is the following -

The individual falls from a height more or
less great, or from his own height, and the
fracture is produced by pulling, the anterior
radio-carpal ligament being forcibly stretched

by'an exaggerated extension. This ligament.is
inserted fifteen millimètres above the articular
interline ; and it is nearly at its level, or a
few millimètres above, that the fracture is
produced,_and its forni corresponds to that
Of the inferior insertion of that ligament. A
memoire of Dr. LeBon especially suggested
this mechanism, which is to-day absolutely
demonstrated.

It is then always by pulling that this
fracture is produced. If it took place in an
inverse sense it is still by the same process,
by the pulling of the posterior ligament, which
pulls in its turn the portion of the radius
to which it is inserted. This mechanism is
most important to comprehend perfectly, in
order to prepare for the deformities which the
fracture brings with it and the accidents which
may follow it.
* As to the displacement, it vaÎies according
to the age of the suhjects. It is much rarer
after. fifty years than under that age, for a
reason easy to understand.

At that age, in fact, the bones have under-
gone modifications of structure characterized in
the inferior extremity of the radius, as in the
neck of the femur, for example, by a super-
abundance of spongy tissue: consequently, it
is sufficient thon for. a slight fall upon the
palm of the band to produce a fracture of
the radius. If the violence is slight, the dis-
placement is nothing as well as the deforn-iity.
On the contrary, in young people and children,
the fracture exacting a certain amount of vio-
lence for its production, necessarily carries in
its train a deformity of the limb and a dis-
placement proportional to the violence which
caused the fracture.

Fractures of the inferior extremity of the
radius easily recover without accident unless,
unrecognised, they also are badly treated, and
a vicious consolidation allows a deformity to
persist, which is shameful, not only in an
osthetic view, but also because by it the limb
loses its strength and the hand its skill.

If there exists no displacenient, any re-
tentive apparatus is good, and consolidation is
effected in twenty-five days. I generally apply
a pkaster splint, which I take away the twenty-
fifth day, after which I begin to make some
motions of the limb.

If, on the contrary, the fracture is accom-
panied by displacement, it is very necessary to
proceed to its reduction. Chloroform is rarely
necessary, unless the. patients are extremely
nervous, pusillanimous, or of an exaggerated
sensibility. Reduction being obtained, the
fracture is placed in a plaster apparatus, of
which the splint will encroach a little on the
external lateral face of the forearm and the
hand, which will be left pendant. As to
the consecutive articular stiffness, it generally
disappears in less than a month by massage
and douches.-Gaz. des Hô5p.
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PUJER.P~ERA L ECLMAPSIA.

BY wh. Il. WATHEN, M.D.,
Prof. of Obstetrics and 03ncology in the EentucIky Schûol of

Medicine Louisville, Ky.

(RgPoarED RY A. . ELCH, M.D.)

There is a great variety of opinion in regard
to the treatment of puerperal eclampsia, and
you can see at once why this should be so, be-
cause there is no settled opinion in regard to its
cause. You cnow the scientific treatment of
disease is te first discover its cause, and then
remove that cause, if possible; and where that

practised indiscriminately, could be productive
of evil results; for when you remove the blood,
you remove not only the watery elements, but,
simultaneously, a proportionate amount of the
blood corpuscles that are necessary to the sus-
tenance of the patient; so that, while you re-
lieve tbat excessively vascular condition, while
you remove the inmediate danger of structural
lesion of the brain and kidneys, you leave the
system in a condition that is less favourable to
recovery than it Mwould otherwise have been ;
and it often does not afford permanent relief
to the vascular tension, because the blood has

the power to absorb from the tissues the
cannot be deternled, we must simply use watery elements, and thus produce the saine
those reinedies whicb, in the hands of the most amiouint that existed p to the venesec-
experienced physicians, have yielded the Most tion. So, when you bleed, do not practise it to
successful results. excess. Venesection nay produce permanent

In studying the statistics of aIl the past cases good results, or be of temaporary benefit that
that were available, it was discovered that will enable you to avail yourselves of other
about thirty-two per cent. of those cases that treatment, by which you may bring about rapid
occurred subsequently to labour ended fatally ; and favourable results.
but in the examination of cases that have oc' When you bave controlled the immediate
cured since the subject has been more thorough- convulsion, then you may resort at once to other
Iy studied and the treatment more successfully treatment to prevent a recurrenep, and the best
adapted to the case, we find the mortality bas of all remedies is chloroform. It gives the best
very materially lessened, aid that it does not results, and ha'ving put yotir patient at once
exceed fourteen per cent. in scientific bands; under its influence, you can administer it, dur-
and I predict that in a very short time it will ing the convulsion, and during the coma at any
not exceed ten per cent. in all cases. time tbat it is indicated.

Now, one of the old renedies, one that was There is no necessity for thoroughly anoesthet-
for some time discontinued in this couatry, izing your patient, but give enough to control
but which bas to some extent been reintroduced the convulsion, and when it begins to reappear,
and reconmnended, is venesection as soon as the inerease the amount untit it is controlled. It
attack is discovered. must te watcbed closely and continued for a

Venesection is unquestionably a decided long time. It in well, wben you have once
benefit at the beginning of'aud during an attack, conmenced it, that you should administer some
when the symptoms are violent, and the face remedy that is more pleasing and lasting ln its
and brain much congested. This is demon- effects, sud notbing more fully niets this double
strated by clinical experience, for we frequently indication than ful doses of, hydrate of chlorai.
fmid the attack thus eut short, and no recur- Yon May combine large doses of bromide
rence of it for a considerable time. potassium with it.

Granting tbat the blood is in a hydromic Dr. Barker han net experienced the happy
condition,' Stijl there is an excessive vascular resuits from chlorai which have teen met with
tension; and we can readily comprehend how by a great many celebiated "thorities upon thi$
venesection should be immediately productive subject, aud he advises, i its stead, large dos
of happy resukts, preventing serious lesion of' o orpbia hypodermically. The chloral may
the brain and kidneys by relieving vascular aise te administered iu this way, giving fror
tensioi; and we eau at the same time under- four to eight grains in oue drachm of water as
stand hiow excessive venesection, or venesection often as may e indicated.
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After the convulsions are brought under con-
trol, a briek cathartic should be given, that
will, as soon as possible, clean out the bowels
and cause a watery discharge; because in this
way you deplete, by relieving the vascular ten-
sion without removing the blood elements.

Accepting the theory of the hydromic condi-
tion of the blood, we would naturally expect to
have happy results from those remedies that
produce profuse diaphoresis. But we find the
results have not been in accordance with this
theory, and we have, by the use of pilocarpine
admiristered hypodermically, unfavourable re'
ports-indeed, quite a number of fatal results
and it has been determined that under the use
of pilocarpine, where salivation has been pro-
duced, the success lias been less encouraging
than where we have resorted to the othe'r means
of treatment I have suggested.-Phil. Med. and
Surg. Reporter.

It suffices, says M. Lépine, to vary the
degree of acidity of the urine examined, in
order to obtain at will retractile or non-
retractile albumen.-Le Prog. Aléd.

CUTANEOUS IIYPERÆASTHESIA DUE To
DYsPEPSIA.

M. Leven has studied the influence of dys-
pepsia upon the sensitive nervous system and
upon the motor nervous system. All the
classical treatises repeat, on the word of
M. Briquet, that hyperæsthesia of one-half the
body is a frequent complication of hysteria,
and that in hystericals the hyperosthesia
occupies by preference the left side. M. Leven
believes that this phenomenon depends rather
upon stomachal troubles. In fact, hyper-
esthesia is met with eight times out of
nine in dyspeptics, as well in men as in
women. The degree of hyperæsthesia is more'
over in proportion to the irtensity of the
disease of the stomach. Hysteria develops
not hyperæsthesia but anoesthesia. This is'so
true, M. Leven declares, that the coincidence of
hyperesthesia of one side and of anmsthesia of
the other side in the same patient indicates
at once dyspepsia and hysteria.-Le Prog. Jéd.

LOCALIZATION OF PAIN IN HEPATIC COLIC.

BY J. CORNILLON.

lst. Cystic Point.--Anatomically, it corres-
ponds to the place where the gall stone leaves
the gall bladder to pass the cystic duct and
become engaged in the choledoch canal. Ac-
cording as the calculus approaches the duo-
denum and the ampulla of Vater this painful
point is extended, and soon ends by becoming
confounded with the epigastric point.

Nearly constant, it is wanting however in
some fine attacks of hepatic colic with icterus
and issue of biliary gravel ; or it is so slight
as to pass unperceived both by the patient and
the physician. It is very difficult to determine
the sensations to which it gives rise, its forms
are so varied. Sometimes it is acute and
tearing, ànd produces cries and tears ; some-
times it is comparable to a heavy body wbich
compresses the right hypochondrium. Its
intensity depends neither upon the length nor
the brevity of the attack. I have seen it very
acute in short crises, and slight in crises of
long duration: in othei cases, I have remarked
that the expulsion of large biliary calculi gave
rise to supportable cystic pains, whilst small
concretions occasioned horrible sufferings. It
is a matter of idiosyncrasy.

The cystic point is direct; its position at
the teginning is very neaily fixed. When
I have investigated it, I have seen that it
corresponded, most often, with the inferior
border of the great lobe of the liver, below
and to the right of the xiphoid appendix,
at about ten centimetres from the point of
that bone. By sliding the pulp of the index
finger between the border of the costal cartil-
ages of the right side and the anterior
abdominal wall, we may proceed to determine
it with most exactness. In certain cases the
cystic point is displaced : it is found in the
seventh or the eighth right intercostal space,
on a line which leaving the right nipple woùld
follow a direction parallel to the median divi-
sion of the body. Finally, in some circum-
stances, it is a little outside of this line, four
or five centimetres at the most.

This painful point, even when it is slight,
is always accompanied by trouble in the
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respiratory functions-the patient suiffocates.
This dyspnea, which might cause us to look
for an unexpected complication of the pleura,
or of the lung, or of cardiac troubles, is
nothing but natural. Physiology explains it
to us. When the diaphragm contracta in
inspiration, the liver is slightiy lowered, to
be raised again in expiration. The movements
of ascension and descent of this organ neces-
sarily exaggerate the cystie pain. Instinctively
then the patient abstains from breathing.
That is the whole secret of this dyspnea.

The cystic point announces the near appari-
tion of an hepatic colic, sometimes twenty-four
hours before the appearance of the other
accidents. It is then a sign of a certain value.
Not always disappearing with the end of the
attack, its persistence for days and even for
some weeks, indicates either the return of the
colic in a short while, or the existence of a
cholecystitis. These indications are precious,
as weil for the prognosis as for the treatment
of the principal affection.

Pointed out for the first time by Fit Mrnming,
this painful point is not admitted by all
authors, and notably by M. Charcot. In my
opinion he is wrong.

2nd. Epigastric .Point.-This is never want-
ing, so that all the authors who have in any
degree whatever busied themselves with the
biliary lithiasis, describe it. Pemberton and
M. Sénac (of Vichy) speak of it inr their
writings. Purely reflex in nature, it appears
after the beginning of the iorbid accid'ents,
and although the stomach may be struck only
by contre coup, it makes itself felt the most
acutely and attracts the attention of the physi-
cian the most. Sometimes it consists of a
sense of dilatation and distension of the
stomach, in a cramp, sometimes in a bar which
extends from the border of the left false ribs
as far as that of the ribs of the opposite side,
thus dividing the stomach into two equal
parts. Sometimes this bar has a direction
dianetrically opposite; it starts from the
xiphoid appendix and ends at the umbilical
ring. lHere, it is a weight which compresses
tle epigastric region ; there, it is a sensation
Of scalding and of a draggiag at the level
of the stomach.

These varieties of pain, so dissimilar in
appearance, have however one common point,
w'hich is, that their maximum point is found
quite exactly in the median line of the body,
and at one or two finger's breadths beneath
the xiphoid appendix. The epigastric point is
accentuated according as the attack augments,
so that at the moment of its paroxysm,
it occupies the whole region of the stomach
and seems to be confbunded with the cystic
point. Until then, pressure upon the epigas-
trium was possible; but at this moment
epigastralgia supervenes, and palpation even
is no longer practicable without causing the
patient to utter sharp cries. The unfortunate
ones cannot bear the slightest touch in this
place. They throw off their covering and
avoid even the contact of their shirt. If they
are in bed they assume the position most
suitable to alleviate their sufferings. This
position. is essentially variable according to the
case. When they make a movement they
execu te it, as it were, all of a piece. If they
are up, they bend themselves forwards with
tlie hand in front of their epigastrium, as
if to sustain it and protect it from external
objects. Others, on the .contrary, experience
relief by compressing the stomach with the
fist, or by applying warm bodies on the painful
spot.

At the moment when the cardialgia appears,
nausea supervenes with emission of fetid gas,
and soon after the desires to vomit emesiÉ
occurs ordinarily. In the beginning it takes
place without effort : the patients reject
their aliments without experiencing very great
suffering; some even imagining that they have
an indigestion (which often happens with those
who are taken for the first time with similar
accidents), thrust their finger down their
throat or swallow some tepid water to aid the
vomiting.

Once the stomach is emptied, there is a slight
relief ; but it is of short duration, for the
vomitings seon recommence. They are no
longer executed as before, without pain and
without fatigue; often, in fact, they are accom-
panied with anguish, with lipothynmia and even
with syncope. The matters rejected are bilious,
wingled with glairy mucus and with the débris
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of food whichb ad resisted the previous evacu- attention will always suflice to prevent a
ations. mistake.

As soon as the crisis diminishes in intensity, 4th. Scapular Poin.-This is far from being
the violence of the epigastric pain is less, and as constant as the preceding; in fact, we meet
often even it ceases with the end of the access, vith it only in about one-fifth of the cases.
unless a local or general peritonitis should To Budd belongs the honour of its discovery.
intervene. However, there exist numerous Generally it is at the inferior angle of the
cases in which, in spite of the cessation of the scapula that the pain is felt most sharply. At
hepatic colic, and without any phliegmasia times also it is localized in the acronion or
whatever being declared, the cardialgia is in the spine of the scapula, in such a manner
renewed for many days after the patient takes that its seat ls not absolutely fixed and constant.
a little nourishment. This persistence can be This point is very painful. It is exaggerated
explained only by the continuation of the by pressure upon the osseous surfaces and by
reflex action which bas been exerted upon the movements of the shoulder. It is accom-
the stomach. 1 panied at times by strange troubles, tinglings

3rd. Dorsal Point. - Its existence was in the ends of the fingers of the right hand, by
pointed out for tLe first time by M. Vidal, in sensitiveness of the bones of the elbow. and
a communication to the Society of Biology. notably in the epitrochlea. These last phe-
le calls it point of correspondence, and places nomena may even be manifest in its absence.
it over the spinous apophysis of the fourth The scapular point is a manifestation of
dorsal vertebra. hepatic disease, so when it exists it is a valuable

Ulpon many occasions it bas been permitted semeiological sign. It permits, in fact, a
me to point out the dorsal painful spot. Ge- strict and precise diagnosis in all cases in
nerally, I have found it comprised between vhich there is hesitation between the biliary
the spinous apophysis of the seventh dorsal and renal lithiasis.
vertebra and that of the tenth ; very excep- 5th. Painful Point of the Left IIypochton-
tionally, it is higher or lower. It corresponds drium.-Of ail those which we have just
exactly to the epigastric point in such a pointed out, this is by flar the rarest. Denied
manner that, if we were to introduce a needle by M. 5énac, it is admitted by MM. Durand-
at the latter point, making it to follow a Fardel and Willemin, who hrve observed a
horizontal direction, the spinous apophysis certain number of cases of it. It is found
where it emerged would be found to be the situated a little below the border of the left
maximum of the painful dorsal point. false ribs, below and outside of the xiphoid

It is at the very beginning of the hepatic appendix, at about twelve centimetres from
colic that it appears with the cardialgia and that bone.
the gastric troubles, and it ceases with the end Does this painful point proceed from a
of the principal litbiasic accidents. It is congestion cf the liver or of tic spleen
rarely wanting even in the slightest cases. It M. Willemin reports a case cf sharp sufferin
acquires sometimes such intensity that the localized ln the left iypociondrium, lu which
patients are obliged to bend themselves for- the middle lobe of the liver and tic spleen
wards to lessen its violence. The pain is were engorged. Twice only bave 1 met with
spontaneous, as in the cystic and epigastric this painful point, and lu both cases the spleen
points, but it is exaggerated by pressure ; and was apprcciably congested. I wiIl even add
when we lean upon the spinous apophysis, i# tat it was at its level that tic maximum
causes a sharp crushing feeling, accompanied cf suffering was found, se that 1 bave asked
by cries and propulsion of the bcdy forwards. myself if tic painful p dut cf the left hypo-

The dorsal painful pint t nt t berater a splic than a
confounded with the general feverishness whici hepaticpeint.
followà hepatic colic ; it is due to the osseous In acuteness it difers lu ne way from the
ystern and not. te thc muscles. A little cystic peint. Lke it, it forces cries fr ic
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patient; like it, it sends painful irradiations
to the epigastrium. When it exists, the atten-
tion of the physician ought to be awakened;
for its proximity to the renal region and its
extension into the left flank exposes to the
commission of very prejudiciable errors of
diagnosis. They are even inevitable unlegs we
can seize the corpus delicti.

Nota.-Sometiies the painful localizations
of the epigastrium, of the back, and of the
hypochondria are replaced by a cincture which
enlaces the base of the thorax and constrains
it. It is then impossible to establish any
maximum whatever.-Le Progrès Médical.

RETRACTILE ALBUMEN.

The Lyon Médical publishes some remarks

of MM. Cazeneuve and Lépine upon retractile
albumen. These gentlemen consider that the
retractility or non-retractility of albumen, in
albuminous urine or other luid, is of little
pathological significance, and that it is de-
pendent upon the chemical constitution of the
fluid. Urine is said to contain retractile
albumen when, upon the application of heat,
the albumen separates in flocculi which con-
tract, allowing the clear urine to be seen
between and around the coagula; non-re-
tractile, when only a turbidity or lactescence
results. Both forms are frequently present at
the same time, and may be separated by
filtration. The addition of acetic acid, su1iòient
to saturate the alkalinity of the fluid, will
cause the turbidity to disappear and the re-
tractile form to appear--:-a little liquor potass
or sode added to the albumen thus coagulated
will cause the lactescence and turbidity to
reappear. They explain this by the fact that
the albuminous fluids of the body, in addition
to free albumen, contain albumen combined
with a base (potash or soda). These albumi-
nates coagulate badly or not at all with heat,
and hold in suspension the coagulated albumen;
hence the turbidity. The acetic acid attacks
the base. frees the albumen and allows it to
contract; ,hence the retractility. Too mucb
acid must not be added, as it has a tendency
to re-dissolve the coagula.

THE CANADIAN

A Monthly Journal of Medical Science, Criticism,
and News.

To CORRESPONDENTS.- We shall beglad/o re-
ceivefrom ourfriends everywhere, current medical
news j general interest. Secretaries of County
or Territorial medical associations will oblige by
forwarding rePorts of the broceedings of their
Associations.

TORONTO, FEBRUARY, i88i.

ANTISEPTIC OVARIOTOMY.

Heretical opinion is undoubtedly contagious.
When, therefore, a few months ago, Mr. Lawson
Tait, of Birmingham, had the hardihood to

appear in the midst of the Royal Medical and
Chirurgical Society in London and denounce
the practice of Listerism in ovariotomy as not
only useless but injurious, we were not slow to
foresee-notwithstanding the fact that not a
single ally raised his voice in his support-
that this seed of truth (as we believe) would
not fail to fructify, even in uncongenial soil.
Accordingly, we were not at all surprised to
find Dr. George Granville Bantock, of the
Samaritan Hospital, reading a paper at a late
meeting of the Royal Medical and Chirurgical
Society on "Il Hyperpyrexia after Listerian
Ovariotomy." This, with other symptoms of
earbolic acid poisoning, appeared to be the
main evil charged against the acid; and as one
of its chief claims bas always been the avoid-
ance of pyrexia, the tu quoque retaliation was
received with redoubled force. In the author'a
experience 36 Listerian cases and 36 non-
Listerian, gave a difference in temperature in
favour of the former of but 0.4°; and the
lowest temperature occurred after a non-Lis-
terian case. Volkmanin adnmitted a condition
of phenic acid poisoning, and termed it
"aseptic fever." Thiersòh had encountered
great irritation from its use, and substituted
salicylic acid. Keith found very little differ-
ence in the temperature in a series of cases
under the old and the new methods. In three
Listerian cases the temperatures were the
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highest he (the author) had ever seen. Before
adopting antiseptics he had never found the
ice.cap necessary for subduing pyrexia. The
experience of Mr. Spencer Wells and Mr.
Knowsley Thornton was, however, contrary.
The author described at length two cases of
poisoning froi prolonged action of carbolic
spray in complicated ovariotomies. He had
observed albuminuria and temporary suppres-
sion of the sulphates in the urine of a young
girl a'fter antiseptic ovariotomy. Sonnenburg,
Lightfoot, and others had had similar experi-
ences. The poisoning was not always indicated
by discoloration of urine.

Mr. Thornton regarded the kidneys them-
selves as at fault in these cases, and strongly
upheld antiseptics. In bis last 100 cases lie
lad had a mortality of 7 per cent. in hospital
practice, and in private practice he had only
lost 1 case out of 27. Without Lister-ism, the
mortality in ovariotomy miglit be reduced to
10 per cent., but not lower.

Mr. Lawson Tait thouglit it impossible for
anyone to understand the theory and practice
of Listerism. He had used solutions of car-
bolie acid, gradually reducing the strength, till
at last he used simple water, and had found
that bis results were equally satisfactory under
the simple dressing. Moreover, under the
latter, the wounds healed more satisfactorily;
a fact which Dr. Savage, bis colleague and
a strong Listerite, felt constrained to admit.
In one of his cases (double) the temperature
rose to 112°, and remained so nearly 50 hours.
He attributed this to the use of carbolic acid.

Mr. Spencer Wells said that since adopting
the antiseptie method in 1878, he had had 131
cases with 13 deaths, or 10 per cent., the
death-rate being exactly the same as in bis
last two years' of hospital practice without
special antiseptic measures. Before, the results
of the intra-peritoneal method Lad been less
favourable than those of the extra-peritoneal;
the reverse was now the case. He lad never
seen a remarkable rise of temperature after
antiseptic ovariotomy; it rarely rose above
1000

Mr. Holmes thought the .statistics showed
no decided difference in favour cf Lister's
method in ovariotomy. He had long ago tried,

without success, to master the details of the
method, when they were more simple than
at present; and lie doubted whether anyone
understood it in its present form.

Dr. Bantock, in reply, said his resuilts had
been as follows :-With 1 in 50 solution, 41
cases with 3 deaths ; with 1 in 60, 10 cases
and 1 death; with 1 in 80, 8 cases and 2
deaths; with 1 in 100, 19 cases and 1 death.
In Italy, in th-, first ICO cases of ovariotomy
(4 of vhich were done antiseptically) there
were 37 deaths; in the second 100, done anti-
septically, the mortality was 36. He lad not
been able to desist from the use of the ice-cap
till le had reduced the carbolic solution to
1 in 80.

In an article in the Berlin Klinisch. Wock-
enschr, 1880, 43, Prof. V. v. Bruns, of Tuebin-
gen, following v. Naegeli, exclaims, "Away
with the spray ! niot only unnecessary and
superfluous, but also a disagreeable and annoy-
ing addition."

In the course of the debate at the Royal
Medical and Chirurgical Society, MIr. Savory
suggested that diminution of mortality in a
surgeon's practice might be due, in great
measure, to increased experience. And Mr.
Lawson Tait regarded *Mr. Thornton's great
success as being attributable to the fact of his
having been brought up under the master's
eye during his long service with Mr. Spencer
Wells. That this is the probable solution of
all these differences receives strong confirma-
tion from Mr. Taît's own record, seeing that he
witnessed 19 deaths in his first 50 cases, and
only 3 in bis last 91. In the New York State
Women's Hospital a death from ovariotomy is
very exceptionai, and yet, we believe, they are
not Listerites there.

Mr. W. G. Falconbridge, M.A., has resigned
bis position as Registrar of Torônto University.
Messrs. W. H. Vandersmissen, M.A., Alfred
Baker, M.A., and E. B. Brown, M.A., are, we
believe, candidates for the office.

Dr. Grant has been elected President of the
Medical Society of Ottawa, and is spoken of
for the vacancy in the Senate.
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ANASTHETICS. words 1-8c.c. for each minute the patient is
under the anoestietic ;-whereas in the case of

Thecs (oeiposert f r s-Co tteondk Dr. 1chloroform it is 31 -8c.c., or 1-7c.c. per minute.
thetis (composed f Prof. McKendrick, Dr.
Coates, Dr. Ramsay, and Mr. Newman, of
Glasgow) to the Scientific Grants Committee
of the British Medical Association, published
in the British iMedical Journal for 18th Dec.,
1880, affords the material, as well as a fitting
opportunity, for the consideration of the mnerits
as well as the demerits of the chief anSsthetic
agents now in use. Theefïectsof theseweredeter-
mined clinically by the committee in the wards
of the Western Infirmary, Glasgo w, and experi-
mentally upon animals, for the most part frogs,
dogs, and rabbits. As a result of their experi-
mentation it became evident that chloroform
exercised an injurious influence upon the respi-
ratory centres as well as upon the heart,
" while ether has no baneful influence " upon
the cardiac contractions. The tardiness of the
action of ether is, however, a great disadvan-
tage; comparative experiments with rabbits
showing that comiplete anoesthesia was induced
with chloroform in about three minutes, while
with ether 15 to 20 minutes were required,
although the cloth was kept constantly satura-
ted. Accordingly a trial of some dozen differ-
ent agents -was instituted with a view to dis-
covering some anSsthetic possessing the ad-
vantages of both chloroform and ether with the
disadvantages of neither. After a laborious
and difficuit investigation the committee
reached the conclusion that the dichloride
(02 Hl4 CI«,) of ethidene - recommended in
1858 by Snow-possesed these qualifications
in the highest degree. This substance, it ap-
pears, was used by Liebreich and by Langen-
beck in 1870 ; Sauer also has recorded its use
in 33 cases (two vomited, two suffered from
headache, and one died from heart disease).
Steffen has published the details of 20 cases
with satisfactory results; and Mr. Clover re-
cords (British Medical Journal, 29th May,
1880) his experience of it in 1877 cases, with
one death.due to a fatty heart in which nitrous
oxide had been previously administered.
With reference to the comparative effects of
ethidene and of chloroform in the human sub-
ject, the following facts are stated:-The
average dose of ethidene is 40.3c.c.; or in other

with chloroform is greater by 1-1 minute (5-4-
4-3) than with ethidene. Again, recovery from
chloroform anæsthesia occupies on the average
4-8 minutes; with ethidene only 4-4 minutes.
Sickness during administration occurred more
freqnently with chloroform than vith etbidene.
The effects on the pulse respiration ratio are
also tabulated. It appears hence that with
chlioroform there frequently occurs a rise in the
respirations and a fall in the pulse below thé
normal line-these two phenomena being con-
comitant; moreover, dierotism in the pulse and
low arterial tension are not unfrequently ob-
served. With ethidene on the other hand, there
is but little disturbance of this kind ; and in
only one case did the pulse become dicrotic. The
influence of these two agents upon the blood-
pressure, and the effects of anesthetics on the
pulmonary circulation, are then dealt with by
the committee; but of this portion of the re-
port, and the ingenuity, patience, and labour
expended therein, we cain afford our readers no
adequate coneption, but beg to refer those inter-
e-ted to the No. of the British Medical Journal
(18th December, 1880), in which it is contained.
Suffice it to say, that in nearly all these
respects, ethidene occupies a position midway
between clloroform and ether. The recommen-
dation of ethidene by the committee is so strong
that we are greatly encouraged to urge upon
members of the profession the propriety of sub-
jecting this anosthetic to the crucial test of
daily practical experience. And we doubt not
that if its administration be scientifically
watched, and its failures and successes im-
partially recorded, we shall ere long accumu-
late suflicient evidence to determine definitely
whether this new beacon of progress be an
ignis fctuus or the veritable thirice-prayed-for
banisher of pain, whose effects shall be mani-
fested cito, tuto, atque jucunde.

Drs. Canniff, of Toronto, and Beatty, of
Cobourg, have been appointed Census Commis-
sioners for Ontario.
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ONTARIO MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

We understand that the Committee ap-
pointed in this city to confer with the members
of the profession throughout the country con-
cerning this subject have decided to call a
meeting soon for the purpose of organizing a
Medical Association for this Province. As far
as ve can learn from various sources, medical
men west and north of Toronto, and east, as
far as Kingston, are unanimously in favour of
the scheme-in fact, the greater proportion of
them have been for some time. We regret that

MALPRACTICE.

At the Hamilton Winter Assizes, the case of
Tost vs. Freeman, referred to in a previous
issue, was tried and disposed of, resulting in
the entry of a non-suit. We offer our hearty
congratulations to Dr. Freeman upon this
happy termination of a most vexatious and
unrigbteous prosecution. The particulars of
the case are published in another column. At
the conclusion of the trial, the presiding Judge,
Mr. Justice Galt, gave expression to some
pertinent and too oft-forgotten truths concern-

the O ttawa Medical Society considers its es- ing the arduons nature
taUlishment "inexpedient at the present time." of professional servic
We understand that Dr. Grant, whose opinion cognition, in high plac
is entitled to the high est respect on account of dangers of nedical Pr
the untiring zeal and energy vhich he has the name of a profe
always shown in advancing the best interests of malicious presecution,
the profession, considers the undertaking unde- to a grateful appreci
sirablo at present, but thinks that Nve sliould! and painfiully discharg
rather endeavour, for a fewv years ut least, to ____

throw ail ihe life-blood possible into the
Dominion Association. We cordially sympa- o EW PRIVATE HOs
thize with the opinion here, exlressed, but at are glad to be able to

the sae tine feel certain that the organization a new lospital of this

of a Provincial Society in this, any, or ail the ied in New York city,
provinces, will not in any way weaken the ton Avenue and 52nd
Dominion Association, but will rather tend to nowned T. Gaillard T
strengthen it. tinguished surgeon ol

There appears to be a certainty that the Wo an's Hospital, hi
Ontario Association will be established under dent N. Y. Obsterica
the most favourable auspices, and we vish it and immediate relatio
ail success. WVe will not undertake to discuss ct.W er5
details, but leave these for the consideration of women resorting te th
the Society or the Committee before referred polis for special advic
to. One question has, however, been brought are sure this announc
forward frequently-should its meetings be held great satisfaction in ai
always in one place, or should they take place We by no means et
successively in several different cities ? Much Gotham whule we ha
might be said on both sides of this question;
but we must say, we incline to the view that it occasion really arises,
would be much better not to limit the place of existence of this new
meeting to one locality, nor prescribe any fixed direct their patients i
rule for the preseut, but rather leave this, with
other questions, to be decided by the Associa-
tion after it is properly organized. The 10th f te medical officers.
of March has been mentioned as the day for
the preliminary Convention.

M See among ad v

The Obstetrical Journal of Great Britain opening for a medical
,azd Ireland lias suspended publication. town; aise, an assista

and precarious character
es. For this timely re-
es, of the difliculties and
actice, we thank him in
ssion too obnoxious to
and too little accustomed
ation of duty faithfully
ed.

PITAL FOR WOMEN.--We
infori our readers that
kind has been just open-

at the corner of Lexing-
Street, by the world-re-

homas and another dis-
the New York State
Jas. B. Runter, Presi-

l Society, whose mother
ns are resiçients of this
frequently of Canadian
e great American Metro-
e and treatment that we
emént will be read with
i parts of the Province.
courage an exodus to

ve very excellent gynS-
Lt we trust that when

.hese latter will bear the
institution in mind, and
ccordingly. Rooms, we
d by application to either

ertisements an excellent
man in a flourishin

ncy wanted.
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At a meeting of the Senate of Toronto Uni-
versity, convened for the purpose of choosing a
Vice-Chancellor to fill the place of the late
Chief Justice Mloss, Mr. Wm. Mulock, M.A.,
was elected to the office. Nr. Mulock was
among the first members of the Senate elected
by Convocation, and since that time bas always
been one of the most diligent and prominent
among them. He is thoroughly conversant
witli all University matters, and takes a keen
interest in everything pertaining to her wel-
fare. He possesses tact, energy and ability,
and being a University man of the right sort, is,
in our opinion, well fitted for the position.

The American Medical Bi-JWeekly (formerly
published in Louisville, Ky., and for a time
suspended owing to the illness of its editor, Dr.
E. S. Gaillard) bas resumed publication in New
York, whither the editor bas removed. No. I.
of Volume 12 has been received. Subscrip-
tion price $1 per annum.

In the Circuit Court at Fredericton, N.B.,
an action is now pending to recover $10,000
damages for loss of eyesight. The plaintiff,
who is stone blind, is one Robert Dippin ; the
defendant, Dr. Dow.

We are pleased to announce, but regret to
take our information from a lay source (The
Globe), that Dr. G. S. Ryerson, of this city, has
been elected a member of the Ophthalmological
Society of Great Britain.

Dr. Mostyn, of Almonte, bas been elected
President of the Agricultural Society for the
North Riding of Lanark.

APPOINTMENTS.

Dr. F. W. Strange to be surgeon Queen's
Own Battalion, vice Surgeon Major Thorburn,
who retires, retaining his rank.

Drs. J. H. McCollum and G. S. Ryerson to
h

~1dtnnvîg~.

CHIEF JUSTICE MOSS.

In the death of this learned and upright
judge the medical profession, no less than our
brethren of the bar and the public generally,
flnds great occasion to mourn the common loss.
We therefore feel it to be at once our pleasure
and our pain to recall the salient incidents
of bis bright career, and to record the melan-
choly circumstances of its too early termina-
tion. Born in Cobourg, in 1836, bis early
education was acquired at Upper Canada
College, where the budding genius of the boy
gave ample promise of that so rich fruit which
ere long characterized the man, and made the
giant tree, known of all, the admiration and
ensample of the saplings growing up around
him far and near. In graduating at the Uni-
versity of Toronto in 1858, he gained the
remarkable distinction of a triple first (in
classics, mathematics, and modern languages).
Passing then into the wider spbere of active
life, he soon acquired a pre-eminent position at
the Equity Bar, and at the early age of forty-
one became Chief Justice of Ontario and
President of the Court of Appeal. The bare
narrative of this career, and the recollection of
the vital strain and unintermitting nervous
tension necessary for its accomplishment, can-
not be devoid of interest and instruction to us
who are sent to preach the gospel of physiology
and obedience to natural laws. When we find
one of bis brother judges (Mr. Justice Burton)
averring that even after bis accession to the
Bench " the rising sun occasionally found him
still engaged in examining and verifying the
authorities," all wonder dies that the age of
forty-three brought with it an exhausted store
of reserve energy and vital resistance totally
unequal to the tolerance, much less the repul-
sion, of any serious pathological invasion.
Cito rumpes arcum, semper si tensum habueris.

It is, however, as one of the foremost friends
SuecUrgeon and Assistant Surgeon of new 10th of liberal and scientific education in this

Royals . country that the medical profession will most
Drs. MePhedran and Jehu Ogden have been deeply feel his loss. Soon after graduation he

appointed Surgeons to the Toronto Dispen- was appointed Registrar of the -University of
: saToronto; and in this position probably acquired
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a closer insight into the requirements, capabi-
lities and defects of University education in
this country than anyone else possessed. Sub-
sequently called, some seven years ago, to fill
the most important executive ofice of Vice-
Chancellor, his past experience and extended
influence soon made hiin the well-spring of all
University reform; and, to refer only to the
Faculty of Medicine, we owe him a large debt
of gratitude for the new medical curriculum
and all the bene&ts which must flow therefroin.

Some four or five years ago, the late Chief
Justice passed through an attack of whooping-
cough, and subsequently suffered occasionally
from acute hepatic congestion. *Early in 1880,
epistaxis, with evidences of hyperemia of the
mucous membranes generally, occurred, foi-
lowed .in Maich by copious hSematemesis and
unmistakable evidences of cirrhosis. His!
strength was at this tinie much reduced, but
subsequently improved. During a suimmer
sojourn. in Muskok-a chills occurred, again.
followed by improvenient; but in October last
the hepatic symptoms recurred, accomîpanied
this time by dropsy. Absolute abandonment
of work was now insisted upon, and in order
that this advice miglit have the weight of
the highest authority lie vas advised to consult
Prof. Alonzo Clark. Froi a letter addressed
to the Registrar of the Tniversity (Nov. 1),
tendering his resigration of the Vice-Chan-
cellorship, we find that lie was at length con-
vinced of the necessity of rest--too long
deferred! "The state of niy health," he
writes, " is such as to render absolite freedom
from mental effort, care, and responsibility
essential. Without this, the probabilities of a
restoration to health are much diminished,
and other remedial agents of comparatively
little avail. This was the opinion of Dr. Thor-
burn, my regular physician ; and its correctness
bas been amply confirmed by the distinguished
New York doctors whom 1 have recently con-
sulted. Indeed it is very probable that I shall
be compelled to winter in some milder climate."
In pursuauce of this view lie proceeded to
Nice, 1where he unfortunately succumbed on
the 4th ultimo.

Eminent jurist, accomplished man, and per-
fect gentleman; genial companion, fond father,
and faithful friend ; eloquent of speech, affable
in demeanour, sympathetic in diflculty or
distress, the chief præsidium et dulce decus
of Alma Mater, the pride of relatives and
friends-take him for all in al], lie was a man
whose like, we fear, we shall not look upon
agaim.
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Hypophosphites. By L. DEBRE>MoN, M.D.,

Paris. New York: John Newton, Publisher,
33 Beekman St., 1880.

Report of the Board of Health of the State of
Louisiana for the year 1880. By JOSEPH
JoNEs, M.D., President. New Orleans: J. S.
Rivers, Stationer and Printer, 74 Camp St.

The Surgical Treatment of Intestinal Ob-
struction. By W. T. BRIGGs, M.D., Prof.
Surgery in University of Nashville. (Reprint
from Nashville Journal Medicine and Surgery
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Soluble Conpressed Pelleie. A New Form of
Remediesfor Hypodermic Use. By Il. AuGUs-
TUS WILSON, M.D. Reprint from Philadelphia
Medical Times. L. Wolff, M.D., Pharmaceu-
tical Chemist, N. W. cor. Chestnut and i1 2th
Streets, Philadelphia.

Phbysician's Visiting List. Lindsay & Blakis-
ton, Philadelphia.

This well-known List appears this year as
usual, with its many commendable qualities.
We regret that excess of matter crowded men-
tion of it out last month, but doubtless the
majority of our readers have already secured
this indispensable vade mecurn.

How Persons Allicted witt Bright's Disease
Ought to Live. By JoSEPH F. EDWARDS,
M.D.
This is a little work in primer form, and

containing some eighty odd pages of reading
matter. The plan of the work indicates that
the aim of the author bas been, not so much
to throw additional light upon the subject
in hand, as to present in a readable form, sone
practical suggestions to those of the public
who may be suffering from Bright's disease in
any form. Viewed in this light, the work
is entitled to be considered as fairly accom-
plishing the aims of the author.

AtlaisofSkin Diseases. By Louis A. DuHRiN,
M.D. Part VIII. Philadelphia: J. B.
Lippincott & Co.
Su'lh high encomiums have, on all hands,

greeted the appearance of successive numbers
of these plates that the fullest meed of praise
which tan be accord~ed to Part VIII. is to
say that it is worthy to succeed its predecessors
in the series. The affections figured with
mluch faithfulness and skill are Erythema Mul-
tiforme (Papulosum), Psoriasis, Syphiloderma
(Tuberculosum), and Tinea Tricophytina (Cir-
cimata et Tonsurans). We trust that no one
who cau afford to buy the work will be content
to remain without such a valuable addition
to his library, and such an efficient aid to the
recognition of the too often neglected diseases
of the skin. The letterpress is a imodel of
conciseness, but all too brief.

Diagnosis and Treatment of Ear Diseases. By
ALBERT H. BuCK, M.D. New York:
William Wood & Co. 1880.

This work forms one of Wood's Library, and
will therefore serve to impress a large circle of
practitioners, who otherwise might not be
reached, with the fact that diseases of the ear
always merit attention and very often demand
treatment. The statement that " a localized
meningitis may be assumed to exist in every
severe case of acute purulent inflammation of
the middle ear," conveys a moral which is too
seldom heeded. The author's "aimi bas been to
present, in text-book forms, a picture of diseases
of the ear as they have appeared in private and
hospital practice;" and he bas admirably sue-
ceeded. His book abounds in practical lessons
based on original research and a large experi-
ence ; and the modesty, candour, and conserva-
tism of the author enhance the value of his
teacbings.

Treatise on Thierapeutics. By A. TROUSsEAu
and H. PiDoux. Translated by D. F.
Lincoln, M.D. Ninth Edition. Vols. II.
and III. New York: Wm. Wood & Co.

The opening article of Vol. If. is an exposi-
tion of the great question of antiphlogistic
treatment. Blood-letting is now on the wane,
but the arguments of its partisans are put
fairly, though Bouillaud's " intemperate and
ambitious antiphlogistic treatment " are spoken
of, and Lordat is quoted as saying-" Bleeding
to pallor is the knout of therapeutists. It puts
those whom it does not kill in a state where
for some time they cannot exhibit symptoms."
Evacuants are divided into eietics and cathar-
tics, and Ipecac. and Tartar Emetic receive con-
siderable notice. Strychnia and Ergot of Rye
are the selected examples of excito-motors. A
chapter on Narcotics concludes this volume

Vol. III. begins with a chapter on Anesthet-
ics; passes on to Antispasmodies, and Neuras-
thenic Tonies, underwhich he discusses cinchona
and the treatment of intermittents. The

pwer cf quInine in lowering the tenperature
does not appear to be noticed ; though later
on, this power is ascribed to digitalis, through
its action on the pulse. Under the head of Ex-
citants he places Diuretics, and discusses at
some length the opposing doctrines of Brown
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and Broussais. Chapters on Sedatives anc
Anthelmintics close the volume.

The treatise abounds in details of treatment,
and is interspersed with keen clinical observa-
tions, while the free and flowing style render it
easy of perusal. Although, in comparison with
Ringer, Fothergill, &c., some of the ideas
may appear old-fasbioued if not obsolete, we are
pleased that the work is placed within the
reach of the profession.

'he Venereal Diseases, including Stricture oj
the Male Urethra. By E. L. KEYEs, A.M.,
M.D. New York: Wm. Wood & Co.,
27 Great Jones' Street. 1880.
It is not our intention to review this book,

since the space at our disposal would be
quite inadequate to do so justly. We do not
hesitate to say, however, that we know of no
book of its kind that we like so well ; noue
that contains a similar amount of thoroughi,
practical information in the same space.
Written by a master of the subject, as well
as of bis mother tongue, it presents in a
clear, forcible, judicial, fluent, and pleasant
style, total3y devoid of dogmatism, the well-
digested pabuium of a wide practical expe-
rience and thorough acquaintance with an
almost limitless range of literature. No
better man could have been selected to per-
form the task ; noue could have accomplished
it more satifactorily. Evidences of clerical
haste alone mar the text. Part I. treats of
Chancroid which is disposed of in four chapters.
Part II. deals with Syphilis, to which some
fifteen chapters are devoted, wherein the sub-
ject is philosophically considered in all its
aspects. It will be remembered that our author
is the originator of thel "tonic treatment of
syphilis." We are pleased to fnd that lie is
thoroughly in accord with the best French
authorities as to the necessary duration of
treatment, and selects three years as an appro-
priate term. , We do not think that the neces-
sity for this long-protracted medication is as
yet sufficiently recognized by the profession in
geueral. Part III. disposes of Gonorrhea (in
both sexes) and its complications, in seven
chapters, with equal intelligence, lucidity and
skill. Surely we cannot commend the book
more highly to our readers. We trust all will
read it, and we know of none in this Dominion
who will net rise from its lerusal a better
practitioner-a wiser man. The one drawback
about it is its publication only in a series-

Tood's Library for 1880.

i How to Use the Forceps; wih an Introductory
dccount of the Female Pelvis and of the
3fechcanism of Delivery. By IENRY G.
LANDIs, A.M., M.D., Prof. of Obstetrics and
Diseases of Women and Children in Starling
Medical College. Illustrated. New York: E.
B. Treat, publisher, 757 Broadway. 1880.

This little 12mo. volume of 168 pages is
really a very valuable addition to obstetric
literature and practice, and very cogently incul-
cates certain by no means universally accepted
views, which we believe to be pre-eminently
sound. The work is divided into two parts:
the former treating of the Mechanism of
Labour, the latter of the Forceps. The account
of the anatomy of the pelvis is remarkable for
its lucidity (illustrated by diagram s), conciseness
and intelligence; and, to comptre the less
labour with the greater, exhibits as elegant an
illustration of the teleological argument as did
Charles Bell's great essay on the iuman
Hand. In this chapter, two errors sanc-
tioned by high authority, and perpetuated
by slavish imitation, have been corrected. The
first is Hodge's definition of the plane of the
superior strait, which our author shows to be
absurd, since "as a matter of fact the circum-
fererce of the inlet bounds two distinct planes
whose inclination to one another is about at an
angle of 150°. The second error confuted is
the supposition that the uterus, during labour,
is placed directly in the niedian line. In
the section on the propelling forces of
labour, we are glad to find our author a disciple
of Poppel and Matthews Duncan. In the
description of the child's head we note an error,
on page 4#, where " bregma " is given as a
synonym of the posterior, instead of the ante-
rior, fontanelle. The Mechanism of Delivery
in the four vertical and four facial presentations
is then admirably described, and the inaccuraôY
of Hodge's description fully demonstrated.

The forceps are then described, and our
author is a warm advocate of the Davis forcep
in all respects-blades, lock and handles. E
prefers a wide blade with a large fenestruim (ci
fenestra, as we would prefer to write it); a
approves of the secondary head curve (fro
above downwards) of the Davis instrument
diminishing the liability to slip. A consid
able pelvic curve is regarded as a desiderat'
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In the matter of locks, preference is given, and
with apparent justness, to what is known as the
flat-button lock-another feature of the Davis
forceps. In the application of the forceps the
position on the bauk is recommended, and, we
think, with every show of reason. The application
to the sides of the child's head is cogently urged,
and very excellent directions accompany this
injunction. He condemns the passage of the
,instrument in the pelvic curve in toto, and
crosses swords at once with Baudelocque,
Levret, Cazeaux and Schroeder, Leishman,
Barnes and Fauntleroy. While we cannot but
admit the force of his arguments, yet our own
experience inclines us to believe that the proce-
dure which he deprecates is oftentimes the easier
and more practicable one ; and, moreover, in,
this benighted country, where ialpractice suits
are not yet unknown, it will perhaps continue
to be "enough to satisfy the ambition of a
private man" to act upon the principle,
"IlI'alo errare cum Platone quam. cum aliis
sentire verumr," as being at once both prudent,
and dictated by " the first law of nature." In
speaking of traction, the author describes a
method of effecting this when the forceps are
applied at the inlet, which we ourselves have
frequently practised, as have others to whom
we have spoken about it. For a description of
it, want of space compels us to refer our
readers to the book itself. With reference to
the amount of force to be employed, we are per-
suaded that the author is right in stating that
great force can never be required, and, moreover,
"cannot be applied in the riglit direction."
Pendulum leverage is discarded as useless and
injurious, and we think rightly so in view of
Smaith's able demonstration of its effects; and,
our author bas littie to say in favour of " rota-
tion " by means of the forceps, an instrument
capable of little good and much evil in this
regard.

We regret that want of space prevents us
from discussing many interesting and instrue..
tive points considered in the text; but -we are
persuaded that we cannot do our readers a
greater service than advise each of them to buy
and criticize this little volume for himself.
We know of no way in which a dollar and a
half Of money and two hours and a half of time
could be more profitably invested.

Lessons in Gynecology. By Wu. GOODELL,
A.M., M.D., Professor of Clinical Gyne-
cology in the University of Pennsylvania,
etc. Second Edition. Philadelphia: D. G.
Brinton.

Dr. Goodell has been known for some time
as one of the best clinical teachers on the
Continent, and the publication of his
"Lessons " was looked for with much interest.
So popular was bis work that the first edition,
although a large one, was exhausted in a few
months. We have now before us the second
edition, which we have perused with much
interest. The author aims at no great elegance
of diction, and yet the style is attractive.
Any one, who commences to read it, is not apt
to be satisfied until he has reached the last
page. In this edition the whole matter has
been revised, -and four new lessons added,
together with twelve new illustrations.

After a description of instruments and
modes of examination, he treats of affections
of urethra, bladder, and vulva. We endorse
everything he says in the main, but would
suggest caution in the use of " large doses of
quinina" in cystitis, as, according to Milner
Fothergill, and Stillé, this medicine is apt to
produce irritability in a healthy bladder,
especially in elderly people. It has appeared
to us at times to produce this effect in people
who could hardly be called elderly. Lessons
ix. and x., on laceration of female perineum,
with treatment, are especially good, although,
we think, he is rather hard on the forceps. .A
word of caution in the use of this valuable
instrument may, however, become necessary in
this fast age, when the tendency is to rush
through everything at railroad speed.

In treating acute and chronic metritis, and
endo-metritis, the author uses the more ordin-
ary terms, and does not adopt Thomas's term,
areolar hyperplasia for chronie metritis. He
makes no effort to draw those nice distinctions
between inflammations of the neck and body
of uterus respectively which are often more
perplexing than useful. His account of the
various mal-positions of the uterus is clear,
and his description of different kinds- of
pessaries, and mode of using them, is in the
main correct, thougb, we think, he rather
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favours Hodge, or Albert Smith's modification
of it, at the expense of the elastie spiral ring,
which is, in our opinion, one of the best and
safest pessaries now made. With reference
to the intra-uterine stem-pessary, our author's
opinions appear to have undergone various
changes, but iow he is convinced that it is
very useful in many cases both of anteflexion
and retroflexion. A gain we venture to recom-
mend caution, as we entertain a strong preju-
dice against these rather innocent looking
little machines, which are capable, however, of
exciting very serious mischief, especially when
used by any but the most skilled hands.

The chapters on lacerations of the cervix,
the significance of which was first pointed out
by Emmet, are all that could be desired. For
the treatment of vegetations of the endome-
trium, which he divides into three kinds, he
depends mostly on the curette, generally
using Thomas's blunt, but Sim's sharp when
necessary. He discusses fully the nature and
treatment of benign and malignant tumours
of uterus and ovaries, including the compara-
tively new operation for the extirpation of the
latter.

One of the best chapters in the book is
that on "nerve-tire, and womb-ills; or, the
relation of the nerves to diseases of the womb."
This "lesson" shows very clearly that many
of the disorders of the uterus, which accom..
pany neurasthenia or hysteria, are merely
local manifestations of the general neurosis.
Nothing more useful could be written for some
of those enthusiastic, but half-educated special-
ists, who at once rush to the womb to search
for the causes of all the aches and pains which
can be found between the scalp and the toe
nails. The last chapter, on " the sexu il rela.
tions as causes of uterine disorders," including
conjugal onanism and kindred sins, has excited
much attention and some unfavourable com-
ment. After al], these evils exist to an
alarming extent, and every one knows the
facts ; why then should physicians close their
eyes, and ignore them entirely, through any
childish ideas of delicacy?

Throughout the whole work there runs a
vein of sound common sense and practical
wisdom. As a book *of the kind-and the
kind is a good one for the general practitioner
-we know of none better. Get it as soon as
possible, and we feel sure you will read it.

HURON MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

The regular annual mceting of the Huron
Medical Association was held in Clinton on
Tuesday, January lth; Dr. Sloan, vice-presi-

dent, in the chair. The following members were

present : Drs. Sloan, Hyndman, Worthington,
Holmes, Williams, Campbell, Young, Hurlburt
and Stewart.

The following were elected officers for the
ensuing year: Dr. Sloan, of Blyth, President;
Dr. Holmes, of Brussels, Vice-President; Dr.
Stewart, of Brucefield, Secretary.

Dr. Worthington exhibited a man, aged 20,
who eight years ago received a depressed frac-
ture of the skull. The fracture involved the
lower and anterior part of the right parietal
bone. There was -loss of consciousness and
complete paralysis of the left arm and leg.

The patient regained consciousness in about
seven days, but the paralysis of the extre.mities
has persisted. Half an ounce of brain matter
was lost. At present there is to be detected
loss of bone in a region 2x2in., extending in an
antero-posterior direction from the posterior
border of the coronal suture to an imaginary
line drawn from the squamous suture vertically
upwards through the parietal eminence ; and
in avertical direction from the upper fourth of
the squamosa-temporal area to a space mid-
way between the coronal suture and the most
prominent part of the parietal eminence. This
region is the seat of pulsation. The left arm
is perfectly powerless, cold and atrophied. The
left leg is smaller and shorter than its fellow of
the opposite side, and there is considerable loss
of motion in it. The tendon reflex is exagge-
rated. Both the left extremities have a con-
siderable-degree of "late rigidity."

The patient is not nearly so intelligent as he
was previous to the accident. His nemory is
considerably affected, but there is no loss of
speech. There is a slight divergent squint of
the right eye, but with this exception the fune-
tions of all the cranial nerves are normally
performed.

Dr. Sloan, of Blyth, showed a boy, aged 17
who received seven years ago a kick from a
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horse, which caused a depressed fracture of the
posterior part of the right parietal bone. This
was followed by stupor and dilatation of the left
pupil. At no tinie was there any absolute loss
of consciousness. The depressed bone was re-
moved. Two tablespoonfuls of brain matter
came away. le made a good recovery.

The following is his present state: There is
complete loss of bone in a region which is
normally occupied by the posterior and inferior
part of the righ t parietal bone. This region is
the seat of puisation .

Ie is as intelligent as he was previous to the
accident. Functions of all the cranial nerves
normal. There is no paralysis of motion or
sensation. The dilatation of the pupil which
was present at first disaipeared in a week,
and at the present time there is to be detected
no difference in the size of the pupils.

[These two cases are, exclusive of their great
surgical interest, of great importance from the
fact of their being a contribution to the litera-
ture of cerebral localization. Two boys about
the same age receive injuries by which they
both lose about two square inches of skull on
the right side, and nearly in the same situation,
and both lose about the sane quantity of brain
matter. The resuilt in one case is complete
paralysis of the left ari, complete para-
lysis of the left leg, and greatly diminished
intelligence. The result in the other case is
complete retention of intelligence, sensation,
motion, and the special senses. In the former
case (Dr. Worthington's), the losa of brain sub-
stance has taken place from the regions corres-
ponding to the lower antero-parietal area and
the lower part of the upper antero-parietal
area. Tho convolutions that correspond to these
areas are the ascending frontal and parietal
and the posterior part of the three frontats;
and as the former are the seat of motion for the
Opposite extremities; and' the latter the seat of
intelligence, the explanation of the effects of
the injury are evident.

in the second case (Dr. Sloan's), the loss of
brain has occurred principally in the lower pos-
tero-parietal area, only a small portion of the
part corresponding to the posterior part of the

öWer antero-parietal aiea being involved.
These regions correspond to the upper temporo-

sphenoidal convolution and the gyrus supra-
marginalis, destruction of which has no effect
on either intelligence or motion. Irritation of
the superior temporo-sphenoidal convolution
causes dilatation of the pupil of the opposite
eye and a turning of the head and eyes to the
opposite side. The dilatation of the opposite
pupil was present for a period of a week in this

case, but there is no record whether there was
any deviation of the eyes or not. It is not
known whether the patient was able te see
with his left eye or not.-Note by Secretary.]

Dr. Campbell, of Seaforth, showed a woman,
aged 58, affected with paralysis agitans of the
right extremities. Last August she felt her
right band becoming weak, and two months
afterwards the thumb and forefinger of the

same hand commienced to tremble. The tremor
then gradually extended to the whole of the
right side, and she eau only prevent it by
grasping firmly some object. At first the tre-
mor ceased during sleep, but it is now con-
tinuous except when she puts the muscles into
use.

On two occasions lately she has had attacks
apparently of an apoplectiforni character. Dur-
ing one of these seizures there was loss of
speech and difficulty in swallowing. Both
sensation and motion are depressed in the right
extremities ; the former markedly so, the latter
but slightly. Patient walks with a shuffling
gait, and is inclined to run forwards.

Drs. Stewart and Hurlburt showed a case of
exophthalmic goitre in a woman aged 32. The
first symptoms made their appearance very sud-

denly nine months ago. At present there is
marked enlargement of the thyroid, protrusion
of the eyeballs, and palpitation of the heart.
She has been taking 3iss. of the Fl. Ext. Ergot
daily for three weeks, but as yet with no re-
sults.

Dr. Worthington showed a boy, aged 14,
who is wearing a " Wyeth's Extension Jacket"
for disease of the fourth and fifth dorsal ver-
tebrS.

Dr. Hyndman showed a case of necrosis of
the lower jaw.

It is proposed to call a meeting of the Pro-
fession in the city shortly, to arrange a general
meeting anent the formation of the Ontario
Medical Association.
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TORONTO MEDICAL SOCIETY.

December 169t, 1880.-The Sociely met at
8 p.m., the Vice-President, Dr. George Wright,
in ti e chair. The mini.tes of the previous
meeting were read and confirmed.

Dr. Canniff asked the indulgence of the
Society while he exhibited a patient upon
whom he had operated, excising the elbow
joint, for extensive articular disease. The
biceps tendon being parily destroyed, rendered
the restoration of motion imperfect. Motion
was now very fair.

Dr. Bertram Spencer was nominated to the
membership of the Society.

Drs. T. S. Covernton and J. Lesslie were duly
elected members of the Soci<ty, and Dr. R.
Lesslie a corresponding member.

Dr, Cameron exhibited some specimens from
a case of phlegmonous enteritis with volvulus ;
the small intestine was distended to twice or
three times the size of the large intestine. The
mesenteric glands were enlarged.

Dr. Geo. Wright exhibited a fotus and
appendages of apparently four months. He
also read a paper upon malignant disease (will
be published).

Dr. Graham related two cases of malignant
disease, in which the early symptoms were not
distinctive, and where the cachexy set in late.
One case simulated renal calculus, and had
been under observation for 7j years. In the
diagnosis he remarked that in renal calculus
you had the pain, &c., for a long while without
emaciation and failure of the health, but in
cancer these showed themselves comparatively
early.

Dr. Oldright considered cancer as a local
manifestation of a constitutional taint, this
lying dormant until called into action by some
local stimulus. He disagreed with the reader
of the paper in his view of the use of the knife.
He thought the difficulty was in not operating
soon enough.

Dr. Rosebrugh spoke in favour of early re-
moval, relating cases in support of his opi-
nio.n, and advised a healthy zone of tissue to be
removed with the diseased mass, and the
wound to, be raked with the electric harrow.

Other members also took part in the dis-
cussion.

Dr. Reeve then exhibited a burr or i
which he used for boring into the mastoid ce
and said that in cases where there was
sistent pain over the mastoid, simply boring i
the cells often relieved the pain, even whený
pus was found.

Dr. Geo. Wright gave the details of the f
from which the foetus liad come which he I
exhibited earlier in the evening. l Mrs3ý;
menstruated last while nursing on the
May; she believed herself pregnant ; in Oct
she began losing again ; and on Dec. 3, afti
long walk, gave birth to the fetus, which j
dead; it was apparently only at the end of4

fourth montb; there was no offensive syd
Dr. Oldright mentioned a case of disloca
of the head of the fibula backwards.
be published.)

After some discussion, the Society reso
to adjourn until the second Thursday
January, 1881.

SUPRAPUBIc LUXATIoN oF FEMUR.-
Wm. Stokes, of Dublin, records (British Me
Journal) a case of iliopubic luxation of fo
in which the head of the bone lay above t
pubis and within the pelvis. This could'
be reduced by flexing the leg on the,
passing the left arm beneath the knee
using the leg as & lever, lifting the h
the bone fron the pelvis. Abductiort
rotation inwards then brought the hea
the thyroid foramen, whence rotation out
carried it into the acetabulum.

BIRTH.-

At "St. Leonard's," Peterboro', the wife
H. C. Burritt, of a daughter.

MARRIAGES.

On the 12th inst.. at Al Saints' cburch, T
by the Rev. Arthur Baldwin, Christopher C
Baines,,to Mary Louise Covernton, youngest da
of Dr. Covernton, Toronto.

On Dec. 30th, at the Manse, Ancaster b
J. H. Ratcliffe, brother-in-law of the brid
by Rev. Prof. Gregg, D.D., and Rev. J M.
M.A., Toronto, Alexander McPhedran, M.
Jeanie, youngest daughter of Hugh R. Fie
Esq., both of Toronto,


